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Abstract

This study compared the effect of two instructional approaches, a traditional,

teacher-centered, didactic method, and a social-constructivist, inquiry-based

method on the development of students' critical thinking skills, in two Grade

Six science classes, in a preparatory school in Jamaica. Using a repeated

measures design that allowed for three testing occasions, the participants within

the two classes were equally exposed to both approaches. Although there was

no significant overall difference between the New and Traditional Approach on

students' performance when answering higher-order/critical thinking questions

on tests, significant interaction effects were found. The qualitative data indicate

that the New Approach had positive effects beyond what was addressed in the

quantitative analysis. Journal entries and exit-slips indicate that the New

Approach improved the attitudes of students towards science, helped to develop

their understanding of the nature of science, and enhanced the development of

students' meta-cognitive thinking abilities. The video-taped lessons further

substantiated these findines.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Background

The Educational Policies Commission (EPC) published the Central Purpose

of America:n Education n lgll.According to the EpC:

The pqpose which runs through and strengthens all other educational
purposes - the common thread of education - is the development of
the ability to think. This is the cenfral purpose to which the school
must be oriented if it is to accomplish either its tuaditional tasks or
those newly accentuated by recent changes in the world...Many
agencies contribute to achieving educational objectives, but this
particular objective will not be generally att¿ined nnless the school
focuses on it. (As cited in Marek and Cavall o, 1997 , p. l S)

The message of this passage is as relevant for education of children in today's

schools, as it was 42years ago. According to Marek and Cavallo (lgg7),the central

purpose of every school activity should lead students to develop their thinking

abilities. Educators need to help children, who represent the future leaders and

decision makers of our societies, develop the ability to think logicatly and use reason

in life situations.

Based on a reviewof 25 prior deflrnitions, Griggs, Jackson, Marek and

christopher (1998) provide a summary def,rnition of critical thinking as:

A process of evaluating evidence for cert¿in claims, determining
whether presented conclusions logically follow from the evidence, and
the considering altemative explanations. Critical thinkers exhibit
open-mindedness; tolerance of ambiguity; and a skeptical, questioning
attitude. (As cited in Renaud, 2002, p. 9)
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This definition illustrates how well the goals of science educatiorl which should be to

teach students to think scientifically, and the elements of critical thinking coincide.

AII the components of sound critical thinking are included in scientific thinking

@eisenherz and Dantonio, t9g6). As discussed in project206r(AAAs, 19g9),

science teachers are in an ideal position to promote the development of higher-order

thinking skitls. In prevalent approaches to teaching school science, however, there is

a lack of emphasis in developing critical thinking skitts. Students are being taught

science in a manner tlrat encourages rote learning memorization, and regurgitatíon.

Such learning directly contradicJs the frrndamental goals of science: a search for

evidence and justification of conclusions drawn from empiri cal dzta. Students are not

being challenged to ask questions, reflect, or relate their leaming to ¡rersonal

experiences and the ideas ofothers.

Description of the Study

The study focused on comparing the effect of two teaching

approaches/methods on students' ability to understand the science concepts light and

sound- The research question was:

"On comparing the two methods of teaching the concepts of light and sound, which is
the most effective at promoting improved understandtig of Grade six students in
Jamaica? "

The resçarch study took place in Jamaica and involved two Grade Six science

classes- There were two distinct teaching approaches: the Traditional Approach and

the New Approach (see Appendix A). The two approaches were to be employed

alternatively throughout the duration of the Chrisünas term (September-December



2002) for a tot¿l of seventeen lessons organized into two physical science units on

Sound and on Light. Each Grade 6 class was exposed equally to the two teaching

approaches by using a split-plot design (see page 36). .A.t the end of each unit, a

uniform test was given with a set number of higher-order questions (questions that

test for the application" analysis, synthesis, and evaluation of new knoVedge) and

lower order questions (questions that test for the rote recall of new knowledge). At

the end of the terrn, a third and final test was given. It had the same forrnat as the

previous two tests on Sound and Light, and covered the content taught in both units

(see Appendix B, Appendix C and Appendix D). How well students understood the

concepts taught was assessed by their perfonnance and level of achievement on the

higher-order questions. The teûn "understand" was used here to refer to sfudents'

abilþ to think criticatly in order to answer higher-order questions.

The research question was a product of previous teaching experience. Major

discrepancies were found, ínvolving the actual teaching practice and the goals of

science education. The prescribed science curriculum (See Appendix E) cites the :

sfudent's ability to explain and discuss as objectives. The ability to infer, deduce, and

analyze are skills students are expected to acquire. Attainment targets invglve

understanding the concepts. However, rnany instancçs were readily recalled when

students were able to successfully answer all the questions that required the rote recall

of specific informatiorq jet coutd not even attempt questions that required them to

analyze, synthesize, and çvaluate the new information taught. @xamples of this can

be seen in Appendix F.) These experiences were similar to the f,rndings reported by
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Gunstone and White (1931). They found that in college physics a student may be

able to solve familiar problems and obtain correct answers on objective tests, but on

other evaluation techniques (e.g. asking the student to solve a novel problem that is

related to the concept) may show that serious conceptual.misunderstandings still exit.

The student has memorized an algorithm for getting the right answer but lacks

understanding of the concepts and propositions of physics that explains the

phenomenon.

These instances roused attentior¡ and resulted in íntense reflection on the

teaching practices employed. One of the goals of science education is to teach

children critical thinking skills. Why could the children answer some questions and

not others? Was the traditional teaching approach employed adequately equipping the

children to do more than regurgitate information as would apanot? Did the children

really understand what was beingtaught; were the lessons meaningful to them?

Would it make a differepce if the teaching approach used was changed? Questiors

like these became unavoidable. Even though it was well accepted by most teachers

that science is more than simply knowledge of the content, the teaching practice bore

an uncanny resemblance to the prevalent approach to teaching science described on

page 10.

The intention of investigating the effect of different teaching approaches on

students' understanding (criticat thinking) of the physical science topics, light and

sound, was to develop and express a richer understanding of the type of instructional

program that best promotes critical thinking in students.



Signífcance of the Study

This study was significant- Four reasons will be considered here: The

Jamaican context, the school context, the use of an eclectic framework for the New

' Approach, and the combining of qualitative and quantitative methods.

The Jamaican Context-

The available information indicated that there were onlv three theses in

existence in the field of Earlv Years located at the Universitv of West Indies in

Jamaica: P. Gaskin's (1999) Early childhood linear retardation., M. Johnson's (1994)

Provision for the development of children's creative potential, and K. Carpenter's

(lgg9) Gender stereotypes in Jamaica in preschool. Therefore, this study represents a

pioneering endeavor in the Jamaican context.

The Jamaican educational context is unique in many respects when compared

wìth North American educational contexts. Jamaican schools, in general, rely heavily

on the traditional teaching approach even at the primary/elementary levels. A

plausible explanation could be that Jamaica was once a British Colony and education

has followed a very strict and rigid traditional format that stresses rote learning and

memorization. Teachers are not adequately trained to implement other teaching

approaches. In fact, many do not consult the curriculum guide but rely solely on

textbooks. The country's economic status also plays an important role. There is very

little money available for workshops to train teachers or provide resources for

activities and experiments. Over-population in the majority of the classrooms also
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plays an important role. When there is a ratio of 40 students to I teacher, trying to

implement an inquiry hands-on approach becomes a daunting task-

Another illustration of the unique Jamaican context is the system by which

students between the ages of l0 to 12, enrolled in Grade Six, vie for limited places in

the more reputable high schools. Education is not free, and tremendous pressure is

placed on these students to perform well on the nation-wide, standard entrance

examination - the GSAT (the Grade Six Achievement Test). The GSAT was

developed by the Ministry of Education in Jamaica to replace the Common Entrance

Examinafion. This new examination has been in existence for three years, and was

developed in an effort to make the entrance examination a more comprehensive and

authentic assessment of the content knowledge elementary students are expected to

have learned before entering high school. The examination tests the content covered

in th¡ee grade levels - Grades 4, 5 and 6, in one sitting. As a result, testing drives the

teaching. The curriculum is quite extensive, and there is limited time available for

lessons. The traditional approach to teacþing is extremely effective at transmitting

information and results in students' academic success. This makes tryrng to introduce

a New Approach even more difficult, as teachers often see no need to try another

mode of instruction. It was one of the goals of this study that the findings would help

make policy makers and educators more aware of the types of instructional methods

that would provide the best possible learning opportunities for students.



The School Context.

The private, Catholic, alt-girts school created a unique backdrop for the

execution ofthis study (see page 34). The average class size never exceeds 25

students. Unlike the majority of the population, the students attending this school

came from upper-class and upper-middle class backgrounds. Many of the mothers

were at one time students of the school. Parents could afford to send their children to

private extra lessons if needed or hire private tutors. Many of the mothers were stay-

at-home-moms who studied with their children after school, assistingthem withtheir

homework and preparations for upcoming tests throughout the duration of the term.

This made the home backgrounds of the students participating in the study very stable

and almost ideal. It was thought that executing the study in this setting would help

exclude factors that could possibly influence the students' outcomes, so that a clearer

picture of the effects of the two teaching approaches being investigated could be seen.

The Use of an Eclectic Frameworkþr the New Approaclt

Osborne (1996) contends that an improved science education (and science

instruction) will only come from the adoption of a pedagorywhich places value on

ï.ry 
and diversity, and not through adherence to a singular school of thought.

The success of such a view can be seen in the research done by Young (1987)

who evaluated the effectiveness of an instructional model derived from the current

research on learning styles, science curriculum development, and. the devetopment of

thinking skills. The model implied that a specific sequence of instructional strategies

which included a discrepant event, discussior¡ experimentation" practice and
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application would result in significantly higher achievement among students of all

Iearning style preferences compared to standard traditional science instruction relying

primarily on textbook and lecture. Young found that using a variety of instructional

strategies in a preplanned sequence in science significantly affected student

achievement of basic thinking skills, verbal thinking skills, and figural creative

thinking skills, while not jeopardizing mastery of science concepts- Furthermore,

these results were found across gender and learning styles-

This combination of instructional strategies, including modified elements of

the traditional approach, form the eclectic framework of the New Approach, built on

an inquiry foundation, employed in this study. Previous studies have compared two

different teaching approaches; but generally only one type of teaching approach is

used in each case. This study differs, in that it involves one approach that is

composed of a combination of many other approaches that have been found to be

effective in fostering critical thinking and compares.it to a single approach.

The Combinìng of Qualitatíve and Quantítative Methods.

For a number of years, workers in various areas of educational research,

especially the field of educational evaluation, have claimed that there are merits in

moving beyond the customary practice of choosing either qualitative or quantitative

methods and instead combining qualitative and quantitative methods within the same

study (Cook and Reichardt,1979; Firestone, 1987; Howe, 1988; Smith and Frazer,

1980). To date, however, classroom research involving both qualitative and
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quantitative methods within the same study has been the exception rather than the

rule (Frazer and Tobin, in press).

Scope of the Study

This study investigated and compared two teaching methods, to determine

which was more effective at improving students' understanding - ability to think

critically - of physical science concepts. These methods are presented in Chapter 2.

The chapter begins with a description of the Traditional Approach. This is followed

by a discussion of critical thinking and the means by which critical thinking can be

fostered in school science.

In Chapter 3, the research design of the study and the methods by which data

were collected and analyzed are presented. The results of the study are arranged in

two sections of Chapter 4. The first section is a presentation of quantitative results,

obtained from a 2 x2 x 3 split-plot analysis of variance. The second focuses on the

qualitative data obtained from videotapes, journal entries, exit slips, letters, and

concept maps. The results are discussed in Chapter 5.

The concluding remarks and implications of the study are ¿uranged in the two

sections of Chapter 6. The first section is a presentation of a personal response to the

study. The second focuses on how the study informs science education.
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CHAPTER II

Literature Review

Traditional Approach

Researchers have atternpted to discover relationships between how teachers

instruct and how students learn. This section reviews the standard method of

plaruring and presenting a lesson called the Traditional Approach, also known as the

didactic approach, teacher-centered instruction, and direct teaching. Howe and Jones

(1998) charactenze this method by its use of lecture, demonstration, seat work,

recitation, memorization, rote learning and feedback-

The method is referred to as teacher-centered because virtually all the

instructional decisions are made by the teacher. The level of learner self-direction is

low. Learners are generally not free to pace their own learning, to move around the

classroom, to discuss their work or share their ideas with their peers or the teacher,

and no allowance is given for them to follow up interesting ideas that they may come

across during the course of the lesson. The learners are generally characterized as

being passive recipients of knowledge.'This approach, which by implication underlies

the modern enacted curricula, assumes that the learner has no knowledge of a topic

before formal instruction begins (Fensham, 1980). The assumption is that the

leamer's "blank mind" can be filled with knowledge. Gilbert, Obsome and Fensham

(lgSz)refer to this as the "Tabula Rasa assumption."

The traditional lecture style of teaching has been described as a format in

which students are placed in a passive role that is not often conducive to learning

(Cooper, 1995). This approach has serious limitations for the teaching and learning
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of science and the fostering of critical thinking in sfudents. Many individuals view

science as a compilation of facts. Teaching which is dominated by textbooks and

lectures too often reflects this belief. Research in science education has reported that

the vast majority of teachers use a textbook as their primary teaching tool virtually all

the time (National Science Teachers Association,1994). Using textbooks as the sole

source of science knowledge, and /or telling children about the facts of the world to

memorize in order to achieve high scores on standardized tests will not help them to

develop thinking skills (Marek and Cavall o, 1997). Neither will modeling science

classes on language arts classes where sfudents read the text, answer questions from

the text, and then complete worksheets. The focus is clearly on low level cognitive

skills (Kyle, Bonnstetter and Gadsden, 1988).

Beisenherz and Dantonio (1996) contend that science education should teach

students to think scientifically. In practicing the methods of science, students will not

only better understand the nature of science and how it works but also develop

thinking skills that will increase their abitity to solve problems. Students should be

able to apply these thinking skills to novel, unfamiliar problems. Students should also

be able to demonstrate that they are curious, tolerant of ambiguity and frustration,

open-minded, and willing to suspend judgment. These qualities are important aspects

of the scientific attitude.

More and more educators have come to realize and recognize that the essence

of teaching science is to provide students with opportunities to explore and develop

understanding by constructing their own meaning, in an authentic social learning

environment. Tobin, Capie and Bettencourt (1988) suggest that science education
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courses must de-emphasize leaming in lecfures and texts in favor of more active

modes of learning. The teacher's role in providing such an emphasis is to adopt

strategies to monitor student engagement and understanding. Marek and Cavallo

{1997) argue that it is the teacher's responsibility to provide the special tlpe of

learning environment and experiences that promote the development of students

thinking skills.

To achieve this kind of learning, the pedagogy of science becomes complex.

Developing a teaching approach to promote critical thinking in science curriculum is

a most challenging role for a teacher. This difficulty is compounded when one

considers the other variables such as inadequate teacher background in science;

inadequate science equipment and resources; and inadequate time and space. These

three impediments to teaching science in a way that would develop thinking skills

were those most frequently cited by elementary teachers 20 years ago (Hove, lg70).

Researchers have found little has changed. Mittlefield (19S5) believes the current

practices in elementary science education discourage affective and cognitive leaming.

Heblames inadequate teacher training,lack of equipment, time constraints,

underutilization of community resources, and over-reliance on textbooks. The

pedagogy is rather simple and less time consuming if students are able to learn by

finding solutions to questions in a textbook. Such is generally the case in a traditional

approach. However, questions still remain. Are the students really learning science?

Are they engaged in meaningful learning? Aretheylearning how to think critically?
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Texley & Wild (1996) state the following:

Teachers using the traditional approach typically begin by introducing
content verbally, and then they use a cookbook activity to illustrate
and "veriff" what they have just presented and finish with
end-of-chapter problems or a highly-structured activity in which
students practice using the new content. In this process students are
rarely mentally engaged in a meaningful manner- This traditional

, approach to teaching science is inconsistent with the objectives set
forth in the National Science Education Standards. (As cited in
Colburn and Clough , lgg7,p. 30)

Meyers (1986) maintains that critical thinking skills develop best in an

atmosphere of dialogue, interchange, and problem solving. Furthermore, he states that

students do not leam much about critical thinking merelyby listening to teachers

lecturg a major characteristic of the traditional approach. This belief is supported by

Nosich (2001) who identifies traditional approach practices that discourage critical

thinking: the student's role is to be a passive recipient of knowledge, and to memorize

and regurgitate information; the teacher's role is to dispense knowledge, to assign

problems to students that are clearly formulated and directly stated, and to provide an

adequate answer to every question.

There is general agteement among researchers that using the traditional model

is more effective than using individuali zed or discovery methods for teaching basic

skills in fourth grade and below (Rosenshine and Stevens, 1987). Thus, explicit

teaching is clearly appropriate when the objective is a straightforward skill and the

pupil is young. A shaightforward skill is one that can be taught in a step-by-step

manner and reinforced by practice and application, such as how to use equipment,

clean an animal cage, or construct a graph. However, procedural learning of this type
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constifutes only a small percent¿gç of instruction in any science program. As suctr" its

usefulness for science is limited (Howe and Jones, lgg4).

Critical Thinking

This section will pttempt to define critical thinking explain why critical

thinking is imporüant as an outcome variable, and review issues pertaining to how

critical thinking has been measured.

Although most educators probably a$ee that critical thinking is an important

cognitive skill that schools aim to develop in students, there appears to be a lack of

agteement regarding a clear and operational definition of critical thinking (Griggs,

Jackson, Marek and Christopher, 1998; McMillan, L9ï7;Nordvall and Braxto t;1996,

Renaud, 2002). Griggs, et at. (1998) based on a review of 25 prior definitions,

provide a definition of critical thinking as:

A process of evaluating evidence for certain claims, determining whether
presented conclusions logically follow from the evidence, and tñe
considering alternative explanations. Critical thinkers exhibit open-
mindedness; tolerance of ambiguity; and a skeptiçal, questioning attitude.
Gl2s6)

Several popular definitions of criticat tbinking (e.g., Ennis, 1985; Furedy and

Furedy, 1985; Pascarella and Terenzini ,1997;Watson and Glaser, 1980) contain the

following five common elements: identifying cenfial issues and assumptions, making

correct inferences from data, deducing conclusions from data provided, interpreting

whether conclusions are warranted, recognizing important relationships and

evaluating evidence or authority (Renaud, Z00Z).
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Renaud (2002) states that

While this is a brief overview of the concepts of critical thinking, it seems that
many of these elements could be likened to higher-order levels of thinking,
which attempt to explain 'how' or 'why', as compared to lower-order
knowledge levels, which focus simply on'what'. (p. l0)

There are several reasons why critical thinking ought to be one of the primary

goals of education, which would justify a focus on critical thinking as a valuable

outcome indicator. Meyers (1986) poinæ out that the development of thinking skills

has always been a problematic aspect of teaching; but is particularly acute today,

when our culture's ouþut of information far exceeds the ability to think criticalty

about the infonnation. It is increasingly import¿nt that students master the thinking

and reasoning skills they will need to process and use thc wealth of inforrration that

is readily at hand through computer technology and the media.

Dressel and Mayhew (1954) outline additional reasons why critical thinking is

important. One such rçason is that critical thinking skills provide a purpose for

acquiring knowledge; otherwise acquired knowledge simply becomes a jumbte of

facts. In other words, the development of critical thinking does not belittle the

importance of gaining knowledge, but rather helps make the acquisition of knowledge

more meaningful (Ren aud, 2002).

While subject matter knowledge m.ay soon be forgotten" critical thinking

ability is a long lasting skill. Gouran and Hirokawa (1933) state that the absences of

critical thinki¡g will likely result in inferior or regrettable decisions.

Beyer (1997) has recommended that cognitive skills and principles related to

cognitive processing to be part of classroom leanring goals. He suggests that the
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thinking processes are necessary to develop subject-matter knowledge, and that these

thinking skills eventually turn students into lifelong learners.

Researchers and educators hold divergent views concerning the methods

employed to measure critical thinking. It is believed that the way critical thinking

skills are taught should influence the way they are measured. The teaching of critical

thinking skills must be seen within a context of a larger program of academic work

(Doyle, 1983). Students may resist the open-endedness of many critical thinking tasks

and invent ways to circumvent the need to think in the classroom by redesigning the

'atrswering task' (Doyle, 1983). These include copying and of|ering provincial

answers. This undermines the belief supported by Resnick (1987) and Chance (1986)

that critical thinking should be taught as a specific objective.

This debate of how critical thinking skills shoutd be taught is reflected in the

debate of how it should be measured. One of the key issues relating to measurement

is whether critical thinking should be measured by generic, decontextualized test

items or by items focused on the sarne, specific content or context of a course that

intends to enhance critical thinking skilts @ressel and Mayhew, 1954;Gaside, 1996;

McMillan, 1987; McPeck, 1981; Pascarella &,Teret:øin1 1991). Gains in critical

thinking are more likely to be found when critical thinking items focus on content

relevant to a particular course, or when the content is consistçnt with a student's

academic major (McMiltaa L997;Pascarella and Terenzini, 1991).

As with other complex skills, there seems to be general agreement that critical

thinking is best measured in an open-ended essay forma! as opposed to a closed

multiple choice answer format (Dressel andMayhew,1954;McPeck, 1931). An
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essay format has the advantage of being more "real-world like", in that the respondent

can focus on the quality of the justification and, therefore, can provide more than one

justifiable answer{Renaud, 2000). However, two main limitations of essay questions

are, (1) they take longer to score, and (2) scoring is less reliable compared to

objective testing.

Fostering Critical Thinklng in Science

Lipman's (1991) definition of critical thinking can be applied to the'field" of

science:

Critical thinking in science is skillfirl, responsible thinking that is
conducive to good scientific judgment, because it is sensitive both to
scientific contexts, and to other iontexts that have a relation to science:
it relies on scientific criteri4 and is self correcting. (p,,46)

There is unforhrnatel¡ a common impression that a f,reld is essentially a body of

information. It is as if biology were equivalent to all information we have acquired in

the life sciences. Nosich (2001) contends that this is an inaccurate and misteading

view of what a field is. He defines a field or discipline embodies as:

A way of thinking about the world, a way of looking at the world, a
way of solving problems and answering questions. A field involves a
distinct set of purposes, key assumptiors about the world, key
concepts and models that peqple in the field use to interpret make
¡¡saning and group information (p. 53)

Scientists in a field do not simply possess information. Rather, they know

howto use, synthesize, and apply that information to new cases. They know how to

think about the fietd, and they larow how to think within the field. Nosich (20ûl)

describes practitioners ashøñøgøwaership of the togic of the field.
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Thinking critically in a field/discipline is thinking things through in terms of

the concepts of the field; getting a hold of the logic of that field. Ultimately, the logic

of a field can be displayed by analyzing it in terms of the elements of reasoning which

include assumptions, concepts, pu{pose, implications and consequences. In so doing,

the basic processes of analysis and synthesis are accomplished: not just breaking an

issue down into its component parts, but also seeing it as an integrated whole.

This is one way at getting at the logic of the field. There are other ways ¿rs

weli, including grasping the fundamental and powerful concepts of the field.

Fundamental and powerful concepts are defined as being the most central and useful

ideas in the discipline that can be used to explain or think of questions, problems,

information, and situations (Nosich, 2001).

Nosich (2001) envisions the discipline as the lens of a telescope or

microscope, as something we look through to focus our thinking in terms of the

central concepts of that discipline as seen in Figure I below:

Figure I Diagram illustrating the process of critical thinking in a discipline.

Note. From Learning to thinkthíngs through: A guide to crítícal thínking ín the
curriculum(p.74),byNosich, G.M. (2001), Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall.
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Learning science involves being introduced and initiated into scientific ways

of knowing; the ideas and practices of the scientific community, and making these

ideas and practices meaningful at an individual level. It involves equipping leamers

with a systematic process to satisfy their curiosity about, and construct meaning out

of the phenomena of the world. The goal is not to fill their minds with facts, but to

make them aware of the existence of an alternative, Iogical, coherent, useful, and

versatile way of viewing the world: the scientist point of view. Therefore, the goals

of teaching science and critical thinking within a field overlap and compliment each

other.

Past research based on different teaching dpproaches such as the Leaming

cyclg the Inquiry Approach, and concept Mapping has shown that science can be

taught in such awaythat it fosters critical thinking. The following sections will

attempt to define these different approaches, and show how previous studies based on

these approaches tried to foster critical thinking, and what these studies found.
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The Five E Instructional Model

The Five E Instructional model is an extension and elaboration of the original

design for the Learning Cycle first proposed by J. Myron Atkin and Robert Karplus in

the early 1960's (Trowbridge, Byisee and Powell, 2000). The Learning Cycle is not a

teaching method, but rather a teaching procedure that allows for many methods of

teaching- The Learning Cycle consists ofthe following general components: (a)

exposing students' alternative conceptions, (b) creating cognitive conflict by having

students discuss ideas or participate in activities that are not compatible with their

current ideas, (c) comparing old ideas with new ideas and accepted scientific

explanations, and (d) having students appry their new understandings to novel

situations (Gerber, 1996). The Five E Instructional Model and others Iike it have two

main functions. The first is to provide guidance for curriculum developers as they

design programs. The second is to help the classroom teacher improve instructional

effectiveness through a systønatic approach to, and use of, strategies closely aligned

with models of learning and educational outcomes (Trowbridge, Byisee and powell,

2000).

The Learning cycle was based on'piagetian theory, where students

reconstruct core concepts or intellecfual structures through continuous interactions

between themselves and their environment. The original Leaming Cycle had only

three phases: preliminary exploration, invention, and discovery. These phases have

since been renamed as exploration, term introduction, and concept application,

respectively. The Five E model has five phases: (l) Engagement, (2) Exploration, (3)

Explanation, (4) Elaboration, and (5) Evaluation. The extension and elaboration of
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the original Leaming Cycle allows for the incorporation of aspects of other models of

learning.

with its base in Piagetian theory, the Five E model can be viewed as

analogous to the frame of a house- The frame of the house provides the structure

upon which the house develops; the Five E model provides the means through which

the child's intellect may develop. Other learning and development theories, such as

Vygotsky's social constructivist theory and Ausubel's theoryof meaningful learning

are components of the Five E frame and serve to help produce a more sound and

refined structure (Marek and Cavallo,1997).

There is research evidence that indicates instructional models based on the

Leaming Cycle are more efilective at improving students' critical thinking than

traditional methods. Saunders and Shepardson (1984) examined the affect of ..formal,,

and "concrete" instruction on the cognitive development of sixth grade students-

Formal instruction emphasized verbal instruction and note taking, while not allowing

for laboratory investigations. The concrete instruction was orgarizedaround the

three-phase Learning Cycle and emphasized hands-on activities. At the end of the

nine-month study, the concrete instruction group scored higher on achievement,

delayed science, and cognitive development than did the formal inshuctional group.

The percentage of students advancing from concrete to transitional reasoning was

greater in the concrete instructional group. Abraham (1989) compared the Leaming

Cycle approach to traditional instruction and further investigated the sequencing of

the Learning Cycle (three-phase model). The author concluded that the Leaming
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Cycle was superior to traditional instruction and that all three aspects of the Cycle in

their nonnal sequence were necessary for optimal learning.

Lawson, Abraham and Renner (1989) state that "the Learning Cycle approach

appears to have considerable promise in the areas of encouraging positive attifudes

toward science and science instruction, developing better content achievement by

students and improving general thinking skills-" Marek and Cavall o (1997),in their

book The Learning Cycle: Elementary school science and bqtond provid,esubstantial

evidence of the effectiveness of the Learning Cycle's abilify to develop and improve

"rational powers" (defined as: classifying, comparing, evaluating, synthesizing,

imagining, inferring, deducing, recalling and generalizrng)- These rational pbwers are

components of critical thinking.

It is time spent during the exploration phase that the major assimilation that

leads to conceptual understanding takes place. Students must make a thorough

analysis of the data resulting from their exploration. classifying, comparing,

evaluating, and inferring are all part of formulating the concept. All of these activities

lead to the transference of data received through hands-on exploration, to meaningful

knowledge construction. Marek and Cavall o (1997)state, " providing experiences

with all the phases of the L,eaming Cycle leads students to develop their rational

powers, making it an appropriate teaching procedure in the classroom."

According to cooper (1985), the advantages of active learning using

cooperative groups (an instructional technique which is incorporated into the Five E

Model) are students taking responsibility for their own learning and becoming

actively involved in the process, the development of higher-level thinking skills, and
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increased retention, and satisfaction; as well as the promotion of positive attitudes

toward the subiect matter.

Concept Mapping

Concepts maps were first used byJoseph D. Novak ofComell University in

the I960's. Concept maps have their origin in the constructivist teaching movement.

Novak & Gowin (1984, p.32) define a concept map as "a schematic device for

representing a set of concept meanings embedded in a frame work of propositions.,,

They are intended to represent meaningful relationships between concepts in the form

of propositions (two or more concept labels linked by words in a semantic unit.)

Ausubel's theory of verbal learning has also influenced concept mapping.

The key to Ausubels's theory is its emphasis on meaningful leaming- defined as the

nonarbitra¡ substantive relating of new ideas or verbal propositions to cognitive

structure (Ausubel, 1968). For meaningful learning to occur, the new ideas must have

potential meaning, and the learner must possess relevant concepts that can anchor the

new ideas. The learner must also relate the new ideas or verbal propositions to

relevant aspects of his or her current knowledge skucttrre in a conscious manner

(Odam & Kelly, 1998). Meaningful learning occurs by the process of subsumption, in

which potentially meaningful propositions are subsumed under more inclusive ideas

in existing cognitive structure. The new propositional meanings are hierarchically

organized with the level of abstraction, generality, and inclusiveness. This concept of

meaningful learning can be improved by constructing concept maps.
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Once completed, the concept map is a visual graphic that represents how the

creator(s) thinks about the subject or topic. It illustrates how knowledge is organized

for the individual. Martin (1994, as cited in Novak and Gowin,1994) further clarifies

the definition by stating "concepts maps are two-dimensional representations of

cognitive structures showing the hierarchies and the interconnections of concepts

involved in a discipline or sub discipline."

Because concept maps are hierarchical, that is, the more general, more

inclusive concepts are placed at the top of the map with progressively more specific,

Iess inclusive concepts arranged below them, they facilitate students' identification of

the fundamental and powerful concepts, which is one way suggested byNosich

(2001) to grasp the logic of a field/discipline and so improve critical thinking skills.

concept maps are explicit, overt representations of the concepts and

propositions a person holds, therefore, they allow teachers and learners to exchange

views on why a particular positional linkage is good or valid, or to recognize missing

linkages between concepts that suggest a need for new learning (Novak and Gowin,

1994).

After the concepts are represented in a hierarchical skucture, the leamer then

begins to progressively differentiate among concepts. Progressive differentiation

refers to the process by which leamers differentiate concepts as they obtain more

information. In addition, the learner begins the process of integrative reconciliation,

viewing the relationships between concepts rather than compartmentalizing them

(Novak, 1992).
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Heinz-Fry ( I987) evaluated concept mapping as a tool for meaningfur

learning. An experimental group which utilized concept mapping for three units was

compared with a control group which used traditional study methods. Students

reported that mapping increased their integration of knowledge, aided in grasping

material, clarif,red connections among concepts, and required less time being devoted

to memorizing.

Russo, Scheurman, Harred and Leubke (1995) maintain that most students

will not remember specific facts from a course- What's more important is that

students take away major themes or concepts and an understanding of how these

concepts are related - using a concept map can guide students to leam relevant

concepts rather than trivial facts.

Olarewaju (19S7) reported a study that applied leaming hierarchies to high

school biology instruction. Results suggested that organizing learning tasks

hierarchically significantly benefited the performance of students relative to a non-

hierarchical organization of learning tasks. Fouda (1981) tested instructional designs

based on Ausbel's learning theories. It was found that students inskucted by the

' theoretical approach performed significantly higher in concept leaming than did

students taught by the conventional approach. This conventional approach was

similar to the Traditional Approach described previously

Moreira and santos (1981) found that organizationof the topic of

thermodynamics following Ausubel's learning theory assisted in conceptu alizingthe

content of thermodynamics better than did a traditional organization format. Novak
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and Gowin ( l9S4) contend that once students leam how to prepare concept maps,

their maps can be used as powerful evaluation tools.

In his Taxonomy of Educational Objective (1956),Bloom outlined "six levels"

of objectives in education. It is easy to write questions that test whether or not what

Bloom calls Level I objectives - rote recall or specific information - have been met-

It is exceedingly diffìcult to design a test to determine whether new knowledge has

been analyzed, s¡rnthesized, andevaluated by students (Bloom's level 5and 6

objectives). These are all components of critical thinking. Novak and Gowin (1984)

contend that concept mapping, because it requires students to perform on all six levels

in one composite effort, makes such evaluation possible. There can be no "right"

concept map - the goal is to represent good ways to see hierarchies of relationships,

which are what concepts and concept maps are focused upon- In this study the goal is

not to score the concept maps but to gain a simple qualitative assessment of students'

critical thinking ability.

Odom and Kelly (1998) contend that concept mapping provides a mechanism

to assist students in making connections between numerous activities and concepts,

but does not provide the concrete experiences required to establish the anchoring

concepts needed for meaningful learning. They suggest a combination of the

Learning Cycle model and concept mapping in order to provide concrete experiences

and cognitive structures required for meaningful learning to occur. Furthermore, they

conducted research to test an instructional model based on a sequence of Learning

Cycle lessons and concept mapping activities used to teach diffusion and osmosis-

The results indicated that the concept-mappinglLearning Cycle group significantly
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outperfbrmed the other groups in conceptual understanding of the diffusion and

osmosis. The concept-mapping/Leaming Cycle group had the highest scores on the

diagnostic test, followed by the concept-mapping group, then the Leaming Cycle

Soup, and lastly, by the control group.

The Inquíry Approach

This approach was developed in reaction to the excesses of traditional

instruction. The rationale for this teaching approach is that learning is more

meaningful and lasting if children are given opportunities to ask questions, explore

materials, gather data, come to conclusions, and discuss results (Howe and Jones,

1998). Inquiry-based science capitalizes on the child's natural curiosity about

interesting objects. It results in a type of knowing that is not just disembodied words

from a book but a fully integrated part of the learner. Hands-on experiences are part

of inquiry teaching, but inquiry involves much more. It involves asking questions and

reflecting on the activity by comparing, looking for pattems, predicting, and making

trial explanations.

There is a general consensus among science educators that inquiry is

important. In fact, many say it is the most fundamental idea in learning and teaching

science. The American Association for the Advancement of Science's (AAAS)

Commission on Science Education believed that science is best taught through

inquiry, and that an understanding of the scientific approach to gaining knowledge of

the world is a fundamental part of a child's education (Lee,1967). In a policy

statement pertaining to elementary science the Commission wrote,
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Science is more than a body of facts, a collection of principles, and a set of
machines for measurement; it is a structured and directed way of asking
and answering questions. It is no mean pedagogical feat to teach a child
the facts of science and technolory; it is a pedagogicat triumph to teach
him these facts in relation to the pmcedures of scientific inquiry (Kessen,
1964, p. 5).

The position that ioq,riry is the most fi.urdamental idea in learning and

teaching science is also taken by the National Science Education Standards, the NSES

(National Research Council, lgg6).By examining inqurry through the lens of the

standards, the term "inquiry" is used in two different ways: first, inquiry refers to

teaching methods and strategies; second the St¿ndards identifies scientific inquiry as

. content that students should understand and be able to do (Hackett, 1998). In the

NSES, inquiry is presented as both science process skills to facilitate better

understanding of science subject matter, and as science subject matter facilitating the

development of science process skilts (tlackett, 1998).

Many attempts at using inquiry methods have failed because children did not

receive the inítial guidance they needed. Enthusiastic teachers have sometimes

overcompensated by allowing children to experience more freedom than they could

handle.

Osborne (1996) sfates:

For, in the absence of telling or showing from whence are sfudents to
gain the scientists understanding?..........The notion that the earth
spins, that inh'erited characteristics are transmitted through coded
inforrnation on genes,.and that all matter is made of a limited number
of elements, are not self-eviÇçnt.(p. 53)

wolpert (7992, as cited by osbome,1996 p. 77) sfttps tltát "sciençe is

fundamentally unnatural", while cromer (1993, as gited by osborne, 1996 p.77)
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states that "Science is not common-sensical, therefore children must be shown and

introduced to ideas that are not palpable and to the advantages that such concepts can

bring to understanding our world." Guided inquiry attempts to help children acquire

habits and ways of thinking scientifically that they can use later in independent

investigations or full inquiry. Guidance is accomplished through the initial selection

of materials, the t¡pe of data the children collect, and through skilful use of

discussion techniques (Howe and Jones, 1998).

That students know the facts, concepts, principles, and laws of science does

not necessarily mean that they have developed their thinking skills. The Educational

Policies Commission (EPC, l96l as cited in Marek and Cavallo ,lggT p.20) said ihe

following:

No particular body of knowledge will of itself develop the ability to
think clearly. The development of this ability depends instead on
methods that encourage the transfer of leaming form one context to
another and the reorgarization of things learned.

It is the way the content is used, and not necessarily the content itself that

leads to thinking skills development. Thus, students can learn facts, concepts,

principles, and laws of science by directly engaging in science processes that require

the use of their thinking abilities. In doing so, students will not only become

proficient in the use of their thinking abilities, but will remember and make sense of

the associated concept (Marek and Cavallo,1997).

Furthermore, Marek and cavall o (1991) contend that teaching for rote

learning is a grave underestimation of the capabilities of the human mind. Children

must use their thinking abilities to construct understandings about the world for
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themselves. In the process of constructing knowledge, children develop their thinking

skills and acquire knowledge that is meaningful to them. The learning and

understandings children acquire are much greater and deeper than can occur through

rote leaming. If science is taught as inquiry and as aprocess, students will use less

rote leaming and more thinkingprocesses in the construction of meaningful

understandings of science concepts (Marek and cavailo,lggT).

Pratt and Hackett (1998), maintain that the goals at all levels of science

instruction should focus on content selection and an inquiry approach to teaching that

develops deep understanding of content and the abitity to think critically. The NSES

(National Science Education Standards) "science as Inquir¡/'standards include th'e

development of student abilities to conduct inquiry as well as an understanding of the

nature of scientific inquiry. Thb Standards also call for inquiry-based teaching aimed

at understanding subject matter as well as understanding and being able to conduct

scientific inquiry-

The Educational Policies commission(Epc), (1961) defined ..thinking

abilify''in terms of certain rational powers of the mind. These rational powers are:

recalling, comparing, inferring, generalizing, deducing, classifyin g, analyzing,

imagining, synthesis and evaluating. These are also the components of critical

thinking- The rational powers enable individuals to apply logic and the available

evidence to their ideas, attitudes and actions and to pursue their particular goals.

These rational powers> according to the EPC, are not "all of life or all of the mind, but

they are the essence of the ability to think." (1961 as cited in Marek and Cavallo_

t9e7).
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Marek and Cavallo (1997) argue that in order to develop a student?s thinking

ability, the rational powers of the mind must be used in a coordinated, systematic

way. Therefore, teachers must create a classroom environment infused with

experiences.that allow students to use their rational powers in a coordinated way. The

experiences teachers should provide to promote students'development of logical

thinking have a simple basis: inquiry. Inquiry is the process that utilizes the rational

powers of the mind and process skills to leam about some aspect of the world. It is a

well-suited vehicle to teach science; as science is by nature, inquiry. Howe and Jones

(1998 p. 58) state, "most science instruction should be more interactive and inquiry

based." Both science and mathematics educators have argued for many years'that an

inquiry orientated, hands-on approach can improve students understanding

(Shymansky, Kyle, and Alport, 1983; Post, 1981).

shymansky et al. (1982) summarize their review of hands-on science

programs by stating that sfudents in hands-on curricula achieved more, liked science

more, and improved their thinking skills more than did students in traditional,

textbook-b ased classrooms.

The claims that the methods of instruction afifiliated with inquiry are more

effective in promoting authentic science leaming and fostering critical thinking than

the standard traditional approach{See Appendix A for comparison matrix) are

substantiated by several studies. Studies done by Schneider (1978),Marek (1978),

and Schneider and Renner (1980) all indicated that activify+riented instruction

tended to promote gains in intellectual development - the acquisition of higher

critical thinking skills.
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Charoenpit (1979) found that an activity-oriented instructional approach was

superior to the traditional approach in promoting understanding science and scientific

attitudes among leamers. Writ (1987) investigatd the relative effectiveness of

laboratory orientated, inquiry based, hands-on chemistry course that included

additional training in logical thinking skills versus the traditional lecture chemistry

course. The same textbook and the same subject matter were covered in all classes.

Both groups were pre-tested and post-tested. The inquiry group showed a higher

pretest to posttest gain than the traditional group. Therefore the study shows that an

inquiry-based teaching approach that incorporates the teaching of critical thinking

skills has a positive effect on student achievement.

Faraj (1987) investigated whether using the inquiry method in teaching

science in the State of Kuwait elementary schools was better than using the existing

traditional method. The research covered thirteen lessons on a unit about magnets.

The researcher observed two groups of students and recorded the number of times

students were involved in each of five essential science experiences: (l) observation;

(2) measurement; (3) experimentation; (4) interpretation of data; and (5) prediction.

on completion of the unit the researcher gave the same exam to both groups of

students. Compared to the traditional Soup, students in the inquiry group were more

involved in each of the five essential science experiences, and they obtained higher

scores on the exarn.

Shymansþ, Kyle, and Alport(1983) conducted ameta-analysis of27

activity-based science programs, within the elementary, junior high, and high school

curricula. Their analysis of the results of more than 100 experimental studies on I8
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different measures of student performance, broadly categorized into areas such as

achievement, process skills and analytic skills, showed the greatest gains in

achievement and process skill development for students who received instruction

from activity-based programs. In 1986, these results \ryere reanalyzed using refined

statistical procedures (Shymansky, 19S9). Data from the reanalysis showed that

students in hands-on, inquiry-based programs outperformed their traditional

elementary school counterparts by 9 percentile points on a composite performance

'measure, taking into account achievement, shrdent perceptions of science, and other

factors. In fact, f¡om the data, shymansky and his colleagues concluded that

elementary science programs based on hands-on, inquirymodels were more effective

in enhancing student achievement and problem solving skills than traditional

programs (Shymansky, I 989).

Metz (1988) compared theeffect of interactive instruction and lecfures on

chemistry leaming and attitudes. Students taught by the interactive method

performed equally well on the examinations as those who were taught by lecture.

However, the attitudes of students taught bythe interactive method were significantly

more favorable than those of students taught by lecture.

Nosich (2001) contends that the full exercise of critical thinking requires that

the individual develops intellectual courage. If students possess poor attitudes

towards science, they will be less willing to make mistakes by trying out new ùays of

thinking, risk looking foolish by exposing how they think about an issue, or..sticking

their necks out" by suggesting original solutions to ord problems.
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CHAPTBR III

Research Design and Methods

Particípants and Settings

A total of 50 Grade six students from two classes (25 students in each class)

took part in this study. The setting of the study was an all girls, private Catholic

Preparatory School situated in Kingston, Jamaica. The students ranged in age from

ten to twelve years and came from upper-class and upper-middle class family

backgrounds. The students were placed randomly in their respective classes on

enrolment at kindergarten (age 4 to 5) and remained in these classes until they

completed preparatory school.

The two classes were almost identical (age, family background, financial

status, academic achievement, and capabilities of the students) since the school

reserved the right to screen students before admittance was granted. There were no

special characteristics of these students that required extra measures.

The students in Grade six classes \¡/ere preparing to write the GSAT (The

Grade Six Achievement Test) a nation-wide, standard entrance exam (see page 6).

The research took place during the first term of Grade six (September to December

2002), when the light and sound components of the physical science theme, "Energy,

Forces and Motion" ofthe GSAT syllabus, was taught (See Appendix E). These units

represented the Grade Six portion of the GSAT science test externally assessed by

measurement experts affiliated with the Ministry of Education- All classes were

taught by the researcher- Participating students were not informed of any aspects of
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the study in order to preclude possible biases. Due to ethical concerns, data were

obtained entirely from normal class tests, and in-class responses (ioumal writing, exit

slips, concept mapping and video tapping), so that the study would not interfere with

any aspect of the usual activities of the class. Every student was exposed to both

teaching approaches equally, given the same set of tasks (i.e. assignments and tests),

and assessed according to the same standards.

Methods

Quantitative and qualitative methods were employed by this study. The

quantitative method involved a spliþlot design with the two classes, facilitatingthree

testing occasions. The qualitative methods includedjournal writing, exit-slip

completion, concept mapping exercises, and video tapping.

Quantitative methods.

To analyze the results a2x2 x 3 split-plot analysis of variance was perfonned

There was one between-subjects factor namely the number of classes with two levels,

and two within-subjects factors being the types of instruction (i.e. The Traditionat

Approach vs. The New Approach) with two levels, and the testing occasions with

three levels. The independent variabte was the type of instruction (i.e. The Traditional

Approach and The New Approach) used to teach seventeen lessons of the two units

on light and sound. Each class stream (class 6C and class 6R) was equatly exposed to

the two teaching approaches (by alternating the teaching approach tþtwould be uscd

to teach each lesson). Table 1, is a visual illustration of thç split-plot design
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A.Visual Illustration of the Sptit-Plot Design used in the Study.
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At the end of each unit, a uniform test was glven, covering all the üopics

within that unit. Each test consisted of both higher-order and lower-order questions,

pertaining to each individual topic within the unit. Sections A and B of each test

consisted of lowçr-order questions, while section C consisted. of the higher-order

questions. The higher-order questions were worth between 5 and l l marks-

Therefore, scores ranged from a low ofO to a perfect score of 26 ontest l, 36 on test

2,and32 ontest 3. The higher-order questions were intended to be more vigorous

than lower-order questions. There were a total of three tenn tests: the flrst on the

Sound unit, the second test on the Light unit, and the third test on a combination of

the two tlrlits. Both class streams were given the same test at the same time. The

dependent variable was the perfonnance on the critical thinking/higher order

questions in each of the three non-cumulative tenn test. Examples of critical thinking

questions are provided in Appendices B, C and D. Each critical thinking question

was in the form of a short answer essay. Each term test contained at least six critical

thinking questions with each focusing on a topic covered within the unit, but in a

context never before addressed in class. In terms of grading the crítical thinking

questions accounted for approximately half of the marks on each test, with the first

two tests worth 25 o/o of the final grade and the third test worth 50 % of the final

grade.

Qualitative methods.

The Qualitative methods used inthis study included joumal writing, video

tapping, the completion of exit slips and concept mapping. The journal writing and

concept mapping were both components of the NewApproach. The combination of
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the two activities gave students multiple opportunities to develop conceptual

understanding by integrating practical, hand-on work with peer group discussion,

writing, and reading (Fland and Keys, 1996).

The concept maps, unscored were anal¡zed to determine how well

students understand the concept being taught. The journal entries served as an

indicator of the level of students' understanding (critical trrioti"g¡

The exit-slips were simply sheets handed out at the end of each lesson, with

questions desigued to encÆurage the sfudents to document their emotions and

personal opinions about what they were being taught (see Appendix G).

The video tapping served two pu¡poses: To facilitate the cross-validating

of data, and to collect data in the fonn of students' social interaction and dialogue

within the classroom (i.e. questions asked, peer discussions).

Instructional Program

(A) The Traditional Approach lesson plan, adapted from Howe & Jones's

Engaging children in science (199s p. 122-l2B), involved the following (See

AppendixFl):

1. Motivation /Review:

Within this section of the lesson, techniques such as askíng questions or a

demonstrations carried out by the researcher/teacher were used to focus attention

and set a meaningful context for what was to follow. This was the case when it

was the first lesson on that topic, so there was no preceding lesson to review. If
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the lesson was one of a continuing series of lessons, the review was used to focus

pupils at the beginning of the lesson. The review entailed simply mentioning the

content of the previous lesson in order to remind students.

2- Presentation:

This section of the lesson commenced with a demonstration carried out by the

researcher/teacher (if it was not already been done in section l), or an example

was given by the researcher/teacher of the skill or concept taught. The examples

chosen were concrete, familiar, and well understood by the students. The material

was presented in small stèps: It was a combination of showing and telling. During

this section, terms were introduced and explained after the

demonstration/example. Notes, which were derived f¡om the prescribed textbook,

on the particular topic, were dictat"d by the researcher/teacher, and students

recorded them. No form of student-student or student-teacher interaction took

place, with the exception of students asking clariffing questions.

3. Closure:

In this section, the researcher/teacher reviewed, summarized, and related the new

content to previous lessons, or otherwise pulled the lesson together.

4. Assessment:

Students were given reading assignments and homework worksheets after each

lesson. These were graded, but the grades were not be used as data for this studv.
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At the end of each unit, a uniform test was given covering the material taught

during the lessons. There was at least one higher-order question for each concept

taught in the unit. After each lesson, students completed exit slips sheets, which

documented their immediate feelings about what they leamed and how they were

taught. students were also be required to make an entry in their joumals after

completing a topic in the unit - describing in detail what they had learned, how

they felt about the way the lesson was taught, whether the concept helped them

explain things they didn't understand, and the like.

(B) The non-traditional teaching method referred to as the New Approach

lesson plan, adapted from Trowbridge and colleagues' Teaching Secondary School

scíence: strategiesþr developtng scientífic Literacy (2000, p.232-250.), Iesson plan

is as follows (See Appendix I):

1. Engagement:

This phase of the teaching approach initiated the instructional task.

open-ended questions were asked, a problem was posed, or a discrepant event

shown - all with the goal of engaging students and organizing their thoughts

toward the leaming outcomes of the lesson- The activitymade connections

between past and present learning experiences; in order to make it meaningful

to the students. The teacher/researcher also set the rules and procedures for
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establishing the task. On occasion, students were asked to construct individual

concept maps in this phase, to record pre-exploration understanding.

2. Exploration:

once the students' interests in ideas were engaged, they were allowed to

explore activities specifically designed so that sh¡dents in the class had

cofirmon, concrete experiences that began building concepts, processes, and

skills. The researcher/teacher initiated the activity and allowed students the

time and opportunity to investigate objects, materials, and situations based on

each student's own preconceptions about the phenomenon. The teacher asked

probing questions, and provided clues that helped scaffold student's thinking.

All explorations were carried out in small heterogeneous groups of 4 or 5

students.

3. 
" 
Explanation:

During this phase the researcher/teacher introduced terms and directed

attention to specific aspects of the engagement and exploration experiences.

Students were invited to give their own explanations to make their

understanding explicit, and to express their attitudes. The teacher defined

concepts and introduced scientific or technological explanations in a direct or

formal manner- Prepared handouts derived from the prescribed textbook

(identical to the notes given orally using the Traditional ApproacÐ were given

to the students and were used to enhance this explanation phase. Students
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were encouraged to use the language of the concept (scientific terminology)

and to share their ideas with their peers and the researcher/teacher.

4. Elaboration:

During this phase the teacher/researcher provided occasions for students in

groups of 4 or 5 to be involved in further activities that extended or clarified

the concept, processes, or skills. Students also engaged in group discussions

during these activities, which were open to information from the outside: the

teacher, books, and experimental evidence. Recording, interpreting, and

communicating results were done in these small groups, before reconvening

for class discussion.

5. Evaluation:

Occasionallyduring this phase, the teacher asked the students to reconskuct

their original concept map. They also completed exit slips documenting their

immediate feelings. The students were asked to make an entry in their

journals; as a form of individual reflection. Students were given reading

assignments and homework worksheets after every lesson. At the end of each

unit, a uniform test was given covering the material taught during the lessons.

There was at least one higher-order question for each concept taught in a unit.

Enacted Procedure

During the first lesson (September 9ú,2002¡,each class stream (class 6C and

class 6R) was introduced to concept mapping using the activities and strategies for
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introducing concept mapping in Grades three to seven, as suggested by Novak and

Gowin (1984) (see Appendix J). It was explained that the concept maps would be

used alternately with the journal writing at the begiruring and ending of some lessons

using the New Approach. The students were aware that the teacher/researcher would

indicate to them when the concepts maps would be constructed. In the lessons taught

using the Traditional Approach, journal writing was done once a topic had been

cornpleted. Concept mapping was not utilized- Students were also made aware of the

three tests that were to be given over the duration of the term. The first pertained to

the unit on sound, the second to the unit on light, and the third to a combination of

both units (see Aipendix B, C and D).

Both class streams were exposed equally to the two approaches - a total of 17

lessons for the duration of the fall term (September - Decembe r 2O02).The same

content knowledge was taught to each class, on the same day, by the researcher.

After completion of every topic, the students were encouraged to make an entry in

their joumals forhomework, documenting what theyhad learned from that lesson,

how well they thought they understood the concept, and how they felt about the way

in which the lesson was taught. After each lesson, exit slips were completed by the

students and collected by the teacher/researcher for analysis. When the New

Approach was employed, the students alternated between writing journal entries and

constructing concept maps. To illustrate this further, on September 9th after the

lesson on the topic "What is sound?", the students of 6C constructed a concept map.

On September l2th after the lesson on the topic "The Bouncing and Reflecting of

Sound'Waves", the students from 6C made a journal entry. On October 7ù after the
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lesson on the topic "Changlng Sounds", the students constructed concept maps and so

on.

Due to weather conditions during the month of September, many students did

not attend school on the 19ú and 26h and,science classes were cancelled. On other

occasions the lack of resources resulted in both classes being taught using the

Traditional Approach. The Traditional Approach was used to teach both classes on

the following dates: september 30ü (topic: 'How do we hear'), october 3'd(topic:

'How animals hear'), and November 11ü (topic: 'The outer and inner parts of the

eye').

Grading of the tests and reviewing the joumals and concept maps were the

responsibility of the researcher. Reading assignments and homework worksheets were

given after every lesson and were graded, but the grades were not be used. as data in

this study.

A tot¿l of 8 lessons were videotaped (4 lessons from the sound unít, and 4

Iessons from the light unit). Each lesson was 80 minutes long, and the entire lesson

was videotaped. The video camera was placed on a tripod at the back of the

classroom. It was focused primarily on the teacher/researcher at the front of the room.
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CHAPTER IV

Results

Quantitative Results

assess the overall difference between Traditional and the New Approach

on critical thinking and to identify under what conditions that difference would exist:

a2x2 x 3 splirplot analysis of variance was performed. There was one between-

subjects factor: classes - two class sections (6R and 6C) and two within-subjects

factors: type of instruction; The Traditional reaching Approach vs. The New

Teaching Approach, and Testing occasions - th¡ee tests. The dependent variable was

the performance on the critical thinking/higher order questions in each of the three

non-cumulative tests. Each critical thinking question was worth between 2 and ll
marks- The scores could therefore range from a low of 0 to a perfect score of 2ó on

test l, 36 on test 2 and 32 ontest 3. Before performing the analysis, the mean test

scores were converted to percentages so that they could be compared on the same

scale-

Within this study, the most relevant main effect was the within-subjects effect

of the type of instruction. Because this factor consisted of two levels, the aszumption

of circularity was not applicable. Across both classes and all three testing occasions,

the mean percentage of critical thinking test questions ans\¡/ered correctly that

correspond to the Traditional Teaching Approach (M:54.g) was not significantly

different from that corresponding to the New Teaching Approach (M : 51.3). Figure

2 shows the mean percentage of correct responses of higher order/ critical thinking
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questions, comparing the Traditional and New Approaches on each testing occasion

for both classes. The mean percentages corresponding to the two approaches did not

differ significantly on any testing occasion.

Although there was no significant overall difference between the

Traditional and New Approaches, significant interaction effects indicate that these

approaches differ depending on the class (class x approach, F: (1, 44): 11.6, p.

.01) and depending on the combination of class and testing occasíon (class x testing

occasion x approach,F (2,88): 10.5, p<.001).

Figures 3 and 4 show the mean critical thinking test scores of each approach

and testing occasion for class 6C and 6R respectively. In class 6C (Figure 3), there

was no significant difference between the Traditional Approach (M :65.2,SD:

32.6) and the New Approach (.M: 65.7, sD : 29.4) on test l, or on test 3 between the

Traditional Approach (M:65.5, SD:25.3) and the New approach (M:55.1, SD:

29.3). However, on test 2 the mean percentage score for Traditional Approach (M :

48.3, sD : 18.8) was significantly greater when compared to that of the New

Teaching Approach (M : 20.0, SD : 2 1.7), t (22) : 4.5,p <.00 I .

In class 6R (Figure 4), there v/as no significant difference between the

Traditional Approach (.M:64.8,SL : 25.4) and the New Approach lM: 56.8, SD =

31.5) on test 1, or on test 2 between the Traditional Approach 04 :34.8, SD :28.7)

and the New Approach (Iv[ :43.1,5Ð: 17.0). However on test 3, the mean

percentage score for the New Approach (N!:67.7, SD : 23.8) was significantly

greater compared to that of the Traditional Approach (lvt : 50.2, SL : 28.5), t (22) :

3.2,p< -01.
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Figure 2

Y""T Percentage Scores comparing the Traditional and New
Teaching Approach (n:46, both classes).
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Figure 3

Mean Percentage Scores comparing the Traditional and New
Teaching Approach (n : 23, class : 6C).
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Figure 4

Mean Percentage Scores comparing the Traditional and New

Teaching Approach {n:23, class : 6R)-
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Qualítatíve Results

The video tapes.

The video tapes revealed that there were consistent differences between the

New Teaching Approach and the Traditional reaching Approach. Ten minute

transcribed exceqpts from two lessons; one taught using the New Approach and the

other using the Traditional Approach (see Appendix K and Appendix L) were

analysed-

Althougl¡, instructional differences were observed in most lessons, there were

lessons where it was difficult to distinguish the teaching approach being used. As

stated in the chapter on research desigu and methodologr (see page 34),some lessors

were taught to both classes using the same approach due to circumstances beyond the

resea¡cher's control (e.g. availability of resources, time constraints and weather

conditions described on page 102).

Journal entries.

The joumal entries indicate that the NewApproach had a positive affect on

the student's attitudes, interest, and motivation in science. The following excerpts

provide evidence for this claim.

1. Keisha, Class 6C

a) September 9\ 2002: Sound Unit - Traditional Approach
.Iæsson: "What is Sound?"
R,esponding to the questions "How do you feel about science?" and
'How would you like to be taught science?,'

I think science is the most furing subject and all its about is energy.
Hearing that word energy ayRryd?y in science class is annoying ana
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rnost teachers just give notes and chat, chat, chat, like a big
blabbermouth, so it gets even more boring and sort of stupìd. I HATE
science... I would like the teachers to teach science doing experiments
and fun activities and to do things that will make us remèmber the
work because when I do fun things I don,t forget it.

b) October 3'd,2002: Sound Unit - New Approach
Lesson: "Ho\¡/ do animals hear?"
Responding to the questions "Did you enjoy today's class and if so why?"
and "Do you prefer being taught science this way [referring to the New

Approachl or the old way [referring to the Traditional Teaching Approach]?

I enjoyed class because we actually saw the ears [referring to the ears
of live animals that were brought into the class for observãtion] and
got to pet them. I like it better [being taught] this way because we
don't have to write notes and we do more experiments- I didn't like the
old way because we had too much notes and we did less experiments.

c) December 3'd, 2002:End of the term
Responding to the question: "what did you like about how you were taught
science this term? Tell whv."

Out of all this term, I like the experiments more than anything else
because I do not like to write notes or when I have to listen to what the
teacher says when she is explaining. It is much better when I see how
it happens for myself, with my own eyes, like when we touched the
real cow's eye [referring to an experiment where the students dissected
a cow's eye.]

The improvement in Kesiha's attitude to science is clear. The New Approach

with its ernphasis on investigative and collaborative leaming appeared to cause a

positive shift in herperception of science. She actually enjoyed the lessons taught

using the New Approach, and was unwavering in her displeasure with dictation,

copying notes from the blackboard, and listening to lectures - features of the

Traditional Approach. The excerpts from Keisha's joumal represent the views
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expressed by the entire 6C class. AII of the journal entries written by 6C students

reiterate the shift in Keisha's attitude and thoughts.

2. Stacey, Class 6R

a) September 9th, 2002: Sound Unit - New Approach
læsson: "What is Sound?"
Responding to the questions "How would you like to be taught science?,,
and "How do you feel about science now?"

I like the way I arn being taught now...I feel that science is fun with
Ms- Mc Donald. But Science is boring with other teachers. I dislike
when we have to write off notes in science. I like that there are
experiments in this subject... I would Iike to have more realitv not
words when I am being taught science.

b) October 3'd, Z00Z: Sound Unit - New Approach
Lesson: "How do animals hear?"
Responding to the questions "Did you enjoy today's class and if so why?,'and

"Do you prefer being taught science this way [referring to the New Appíoach]
or the old way [referring to the Traditional Approachp

I liked the way I was taught because we had a good discussion on how
animals hear and Ms. Mc Donald explained everything. I also liked it
because we got to do all the cool experiments. I l,ove tÉ" *uyyou
teach us and I would not prefer any other way. I didn't like ih! old
way because we got way, way, way too much notes!!! And also we
hardly got explanations.

c) Decembd 3'0, 2002:End of Term
Responding to the question: "what did you like about how you were taught
science this term? Tell why.,'

What I like most about the ways science was taught this term was the
experiments, the experiments were excellent.

The excerpts from Stacey's journal entries capture tñe thoughts and feelings

expressed by the entire 6R class. All of the joumal entries written by 6R students

echoed Stacey's point of view and attitude to science-
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Figure 5, (see page 64) shows the reasons given in joumal entries why

sfudents from classes 6c and 6R, enjoyed science after exposure to the New

Approach. These findings substantiate the claim that the journal entries from Keisha

and stacey are represent¿tive of the majority of the students.

The students in 6R and 6C were also asked to write, in their science journals,

a letter to a friend affending a neighboring school. They were to tell the friend what

they learned during the tenn about sound and light and to express their thinking about

the way in which they had been taught. In addition, they were specifica[y asked to

tell the friend if they thought the NewApproach would help to make a difference in

their writing of the GSAT exam. Below are excerpts from six letters that address the

GSAT exam:

1) carol 6R: ...I think the way I was taught will make a difference in
mI GSAT exam. If I get my GSAT paper on science, I could get
700%.I also feel that the way I was taught science class this /ear
[referring to the terrn] was taught better than any other class.

2) Jeannette 6c: ...the way all of these sections [referring to the tight
and sound units] have been taught, all of us are surely to get a
good grade [in the GSAT exam.]

3) Marsha 6R: ... the way how she [referring to the researcher] teaches
us everyone has a sure shot of getting good grades for science
in GSAT.

4) Phillipa 6c: I think that allof what I have been taught witt hetp me
ir my GSAT exam because my science teacher ¡rêre:ring to the
researcher] makes everything so clear and the concept maps and
all the experiments that we have done will help me tã do well in
my exam.
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5) Natasha 6R: I think this [referring to the New Approach] will make
a tremendous difference in my GSAT exam.

6) Melanie 6C: I think that the ways that we have been taught
treferring to the New Approach] are so much easier than others, so
I think that it will help me dearly or should I say greatly in my
GSAT exam.

Exít slips.

The exit slips indicate that the students preferred being taught science by the

New Approach as opposed to the Traditional Approach. The following excerpts help

to substantiate the claim-

l. Tracey:6C
September 16ú,2002: Sound Unit - Traditional Approach
Lesson: "The bouncing or reflecting of sound.waves"

I did not like today's lesson because it was boring. The lesson was made
easier for me to understand...what I mean is I think it could have been
more exciting and there should have been more experiments.

2. Karen:6C
September 16th,2002: Sound Unit - Traditional Approach
Lesson: "The bouncing or reflecting of sound waves,'

It was easy to understand but I was bored. The class was just a boring,
ordinary class. I think we need to have experirnents for every class.

3. Carla:6C
September 16ú,2002: Sound U¡it - Traditional Approach
Lesson: "The bouncing or reflecting of sound *uuãr',

I felt ok about how the lesson was taught today but I would like to be
taught with more experiments.

4. Deawn:6C
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September l6th,2OO2: Sound Unit - Traditional Approach
Lesson: "The bouncing or reflecting of sound waves"

It [referring to the lesson] was fun, but boring.
5. Melissa:6R

September l6'h,2002: Sound Unit - New Approach
Lesson: "The bouncing or reflecting of sound waves"

I feel the way I was taught today makes it easier for rne to understand,
because we did experiments. I feel like an educated child. I feel like I
know everything in the world.

6. Justine 6R:
September l6th,2002: Sound Unit - New Approach
Lesson: "The bouncing or reflecting of sound waves"

I feel free and I understand perfectly- I can go home and tell my parents
and I bet you myparents won't know what I know! Thevwill be
surprised.

7. Roxanna 6R:
September l6'h,2002; Sound Unit - New Approach
Lesson: "The bouncing or reflecting of sound waves"

I feel great about the way the lesson was taught and it [referring to the
New Approach] made it much easier to understand, because Ms.
McDonald [the researcher] teaches it in such a fun way. I leam science
through fun. I love it!

8. Jennifer 6R:
September 16h,2002: Sound Unit-New Approach
Lesson: '"The bo,¡rncing or reflecting of sound \¡y'aves"

I felt very educated because it was fun. The lesson was taught easier for
me because I like doing experiments and fun things like that.

Letters.

Letters, solicited at the end of the term from the 6C and 6R classroom teachers

who observed the seventeen science lessons, make clear the positive relationship
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between the New Approach and improved students' attitudes towards science and

motivation to learn- The following are excerpts from the two letters (see Appendix M

for the letters in their entirety).

Excerpt from Letter A by the Gradc 6R classroom teacher:

It is the first time in my thirfy year career that I have seen children so
interested and motivated in the subject and this was borne out by an
essay they were asked to write about their grade 6 experiences. There
w¿rs an overwhelming response as most of the essays referred to the
science teacher [theresearcher] and the interestingtime they had. She
had put a newmeaníngto science and learning.

Excerpt from Letter B by the Grade 6c classroom teaôher:

---they_[referring to the students] looked forward to each class, and
were always anxious to participate in the different activities...I am
sure th¿t this [referring to the NewApproach] has helped to boost their
confidence in preparing for their examination.

Concept rhops.

The concept maps reveal students' altemative conceptions ofthe science

concepts as they were taught during the sound and light units. Diflercnt students in a

class gave very dífferent meanings and interpretations of the content despite attending

the same lesson. Three examples of this are provided below inFigures 6,7 andg:

ln-irtgure o. A concept map showing a 6c student's altemative conceptions of light.
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Figure 7. A concept map showing a 6R student's alternative conceptions of light

,_lig*" 8. A concept map showing a 6R student's alternative conceptions of light
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Large numbers of students in both class 6C and 6R were unable to accurately

perform the task of constructing a concept map. Many experienced difficulty in trying

to represent diagrammatically the hierarchies of relationships between concept words.

Many also found it difficult to create propositions using appropriate linking words-

These challenges are illustrated below in Figures 9, l0 and I l:
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Figure 9' A concept map showing some of the difficulty students encountered..
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Figure 10. A concept map showing some of the diffrculty students encountered.
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r Notwithstanding, there were students who cbnstructed concept maps, shown

below in Figures 12,13, 14 and l5 that indicated the systematic development of

understanding of the science concepts.
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Figure 5

Common Reasons why students claim to like science afifer
exposure to the New Approach (n :46, both classes).
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Common Reasons why Students like ScÍence.

NoteThe term "connection" used in the legend refers to the connections that the students

were able to make between whatthey werelearning.in thelessoRs and theireveryday

lives' It'would appear that the NewApproach enabled students'to see the relevancv of the

science content.
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CHAPTBR V

Discussion of Results

Interpretation of Figure 2 Data

The results of the quantitative data analysis indicated that there was no

significant difference between the effect of the New and Traditional Teaching

Approaches on sfudents'performance when answering higher order questions set on

the three tests.

There have been several research studies published in the 1960's and 1970's

with findings similar to those reported above. Cunningham (1964) reviewed over 100

studies most of which showed no significant difference between

"lecture-demonskated" and other more "inductive methods" of instruction. Similarly,

Welch (1972) reviewed over 30 studies in which various investigators had tried some

"original" method of teaching, ffiffiy of the discovery leaming type, in certain fields

of science education. In approximately four-fifths of these reports a clear advantage

to the haditional procedure was found. The analyses ofboth Cunningham and Welch

were obtained from studies designed to determine the efficacy of various pupil-

centered learning strategies in improving pupil achievement.

The goal of this studywas not to determine which approach would improve

student achievement, but rather which approach would improve higher order/critical

thinking skills. As suggested by the reviewed literature, the New Approach should

have caused a significant improvement in the critical thinking skills of the students.
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There are many plausible reasons why the New Approach did not have the

predicted effects. Four of these will be considered here: The students' formal

reasoning abilities, the design of the study, the assessment tool used, and critical

thinking within the enacted curriculum-

Formal reasoning ability.

A probable explanation for the results obtained could have been the failure to

test the students' formal reasoning abilities before commencing the study. According

to Tobin, Capie and Bettencourt (1988):

Students must be capable of engaging in the required manner even
when they understand what to do and have time to think. This potential
Iimitation may be particularly critical with certain types of outcomes
such as when higher cognitive level concepts and process skills are
pursued. (p.22)

In three related studies with samples ofmiddle school students, student formal

reasoning ability was reported to be significantly related to engagement in higher

cognitive level tasks such as investigation, plaruring, comprehending, and interpreting

results (these higher cognitive tasks are comparable to the components of the

operational definition of critical thinking used in this study, see page l4) (Newton and

capie, 1982, Tobin, 1986; Tobin and capie, lg9z).Tobin and Gallagher (l9gz)

reported that high school students with higher levels of formal reasoning ability

engaged overtly in higher cognitive level tasks to a greater extent than did students

with lower levels of formal reasoning abilify. Results of studies by Chiappetta and

Russell (1982) indicated that intellectual development had astrong influence on the

acquisition of problem-solving skills.
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Given that the overall performance on the higher order questions appeared to

decline from the first to the second test, it is possible that the majority of the students

participating in the study did not possess the level of formal reasoning necessary ro

answer the higher order questions on the tests, whatever the teaching approach

experienced. It is interesting to note that the majority of students performed well on

the lower order questions and most passed those sections on all th¡ee tests (as shown

by Figures l6 and l7 in Appendix N).

The desígn of the study-

The very design of the study must be scrutinized'with respect to explaining

the results obtained. The split-plot model allowed each class to experience both

teaching approaches equally. One can argue, that the students simply..caught on,, to

the pattems established in the classroom and on the first test. Without being told, they

understood that there would be a section higher order questions on each successive

test- Regardless of the approach used to teach a particular lesson, the students may

have altered their studying patterns to ensure that they would perform well during

Iessons and assessments.

There is, as well, the likelihood that students in 6C shared their experiences

with the students in 6R, and vice versa. The close proximity of the classrooms and an

opening in the partition separating the two rooms near the ceiling (to facilitate

ventilation), allowed the students in one class to hear clearly what was being taught to

the other students in the adjacent classroom. The students of 6C could also see

through windows and horizontal openings in the walls of the classroom. the outdoor
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activities in which the students of 6R were engaged while experiencing the New

Approach. They often asked why they weren't having the same experiences when

taught by the Traditional Approach. Similarly, the students in 6R would question the

unique outdoor activities experienced by 6C. Such observations, as well as interclass

conversations and interactions, would tend to obscure the foci that the split-plot

design required be kept discreet.

The ossessment tool.

The type of assessment tool chosen to measure higher order/critical thinking

may be a third reason why no significant difference was observed. Criticat thinking

is not only a skill; it is a skeptical, questioning attitude as well (see page 14). when

thç tests were created, the assumption was made that sfudents taught specific topics

using the New Approach would be better equipped to correctly answer higher

order/critical thinking questions based on those topics, when compared to students

taught the same topic using the Traditional Approach- However, the section C test

questions were the only measure of critical thinking skills. It could be that students

'nable to answer correctly in writing, may have done so in post-instruction

interviews. In addition, there was no assessment of affective aspects associated with

critical thinking- particularly students' attitude to science.

Student performance on tests continues to be viewed as a usefirl measure of

the effectiveness of a program, even when the program bea¡s little resemblance to the

test used to assess it (Stohr-Hunt, 1996). Considerin gthatthis study compared a

hands-on instructional method to a traditional instructional method- one could
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question the accuracy of paper-and-pencil tests to measure students' critical thinking

abilities in science. Koballa, (1984), among others, contends that we must move

beyond these tests to more authentic measures of students' understanding and

abilities.

Despite these limitations, the assessment tool was designed and employed to

effectuate the requirements created by the context of the study. At the outset, the

purpose of the study was not to measure or account for the affective aspects

associated with critical thinking, but to assess the overall difference between the two

approaches in developing the ability to think critically. By neglecting to incorporate

additional means for assessing all aspects of critical thinking, it is possible that

valuable data was lost, which, if accounted for, could have resulted in a significant

di fference between the approaches.

Crítícal thínking and the enacted currícalum.

Although there were difFerences between the New Approach and the

Traditional Approach, the New Approach as experienced by the students in 6C and

6R was not the constructivislcollaborative model discussed in the reviewed literature.

It was clearly understood before the study began, that the Learning Cycle model was

a framework for teaching and not a recipe. The researcher/teacher was aware that it

could be applied differently; that the application depended on a number of factors

including the beliefs and values of a teacher, the needs of students, and available time

and resources. Consequently, there were instances when features of the New
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Approactq as enacted, departed from the core elements of the 5 E ¡earning Cycle

model as descried by Trowbridge, Byisee and powell (2000) (see pages 4o4z).

An example of this was the failwe to acknowledge and capitalizeon the

sfudents' experiences after exposure to the materials provided in experiments

specifically designed to stimulate critical thinking skills. It was noted, that on several

occasions during lessons t¿ught usíng the New Approacb, that the researcher/teacher

implemented the "Engagement" and "Exploratiod'phases of the NewApproach as

recommended(see page 4041), but in the third "Explanatiod' phase failed to invite

students to share their understanding of the coÍtmon, concrete experiences. It has

been stated by researchers that the discussions that take place in this phase of the

Learning Cycle are the most crucial aspects of the entire cycle. It is during the

"Explanation" phase that students are provided with a safe platform to discuss their

ideas, thus exposing those ideas to public scrutiny and increasing the likelihood of

conflict arising between alternative conceptions/explanations and the generally

accepted scientific explanations for the phenomena being observed. The

researcher/teacher simply directed the students to d.isperse from the sma[[ groups

where they were working collaborativety and assume their traditional seating

positions. While seated, they recited, as a whole class, information on handouts, while

the researcher/teacher demonstrated and explained what they should have

experienced and observed. There was little or no conversation between the sfudents

and the teacher/researcher and no discourse between the students thepselves at this

point ín the lesson After demonstrating and explaining, the researcher/teacher
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the recommended "Elaboration" and "Evaluation" phases of the learning cycle model.

The failure to acknowledge the students' ideas and explanations of conceprs

could possibly have limitèd the effectiveness of the New Approach in developing

critical thinking skills. Thç student's ideas were unintentionally ignored. They were

eflectively silenced and not invited to take part in discussions. The New Approach, at

this juncture in these lessons, bore an uncanny resemblance to the Traditional

Approach - the only difference being that the students were not taking dictation, but

reading text from a handout. The instruction reverted to being teacher centered, and

the students \ryere simply using language that soúnded scientific. They were not given

the opportunity to voice the ideas the teacher/researcher had helped them construct by

means of productive questioning and providing clues that were intended to help

scaffold their thinking. This omission worked to negate the purposes and efforts of

the teacher/researcher's implementation of the first two phases of the New Approach.

It could then be argued that the students' alternative conceptions/explanations

had not been challenged sufficiently by the first two phases of the New Approach.

Forthis reason, the inadequacies of their existing models where not exposed, and they

did not experience dissatisfaction with their existing conceptions. The departure from

the constructivist/collaborative, Learning Cycle framework in the third "Explanation,'

phase might have placed the students in a position where they were unable or

unwilling to consider altemative explanations and to evaluate evidence for the claims

made in widely accepted scientific explanations (components of the operational

definition of critical thinking used in this study, see page l4). The final two phases of
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the New Approach, in such cases, would simply have been by the students as ..fun

activities" with no instructional purpose. There was no perceived need to extend or

clarify any concepts, processes, or skills given that their altemative conceptions never

changed- Such an interpretation would certainly help to explain why students after

being taught a lesson using the New Approach, were unable to correctly answer many

of the higher order/critical thinking questions in section c of the tests.

Interpretatíon offigure 2 usíng the qualítatíve data.

The use of qualitative methodologies in this studyprovided insights into

aspects not captured quantitatively- The concept maps showed some indications that

students were thinking critically. Because concept maps are hierarchical; that is, the

more general, more inclusive concepts are placed at the top of the map with

progressively more specific, Iess inclusive concepts arranged below them; concept

maps facilitate students' identification of the fundamental and powerfirl concepts. As

suggested by Nosich (2001), concept mapping enables one to grasp the logic of a

field/discipline and so improve critical thinking skills.

The journal entríes and exit slips from the students exposed to the New
'

Approach indicate the development of meta-cognitive skills. While the quantitative

results may indicate that theNew Approach was not able to'take" these students to

the place where they could correctly answer higher order questions on the three tests,

there is evidence of the success of the New Approach in the development of meta-

cognitive skills; skills which are considered to be forms of higher order/critical

thinking.
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"Meta-cognition refers to the knowledge, awareness and control of one's own

Ieaming" (Baird, 1990, p.l 84). Gunstone ( 1994) defines each aspect of Baird's

definition:

Meta-cognitive knowledge includes knowledge of the nafure and
processes of leaming, of what are effective leaming strategies and
when to use these and of personal learning characteristics. Meta-

teaching/learning activity, and ofpersonal progress through the
activity. Meta-cognitive control refers to the nature of the decisions
made and actions taken by the learner during the activity-

The term meta-cognition is used to indicate the awareness of the student in

such mental processes as planning, monitoring, and evaluating (Fortunato, Hecht,

Tittle &. Alvarez,l99l). The control of meta-cognition involves a variety of decisions

and strategies, including such identifìable behaviors as predicting, planning, revising,

selecting, checking, considering, guessing and classifoing (AIIen, l99l). Many of

these behaviors are components of critical thinking.

V/ith respect to the use ofjoumals and exit slips in the study, The National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], (2000, p.6l) state that writing can also

"help students consolidate their thinking because it requires them to reflect on their

work and clarify theirthoughts about the ideas-" Several authors maintain that writing

sustains the development ofreasoning, communication, and connections (Connolly &

vilardi, 1989; countryman,1992;Maimon, Nodine & o'connor, 1989). writing has

also been found to be inherently related to the development of meta-cognitive

behaviors (Dominowski, I 998 ; Kenyon, | 989 ; Pugaless, 1997 ; Tobias, I 989).
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Such behaviors were evident in students writing about their experiences

during lessons taught by means of the New Teaching Approach. The following

excerpt from an exit slip illustrates meta-cognitive awareness:,

The lesson \¡/as very good. It was well taught because we got to be
scientists and prove it to our selves.

This student indicated that she perceived the purpose of the lesson as being an

introduction to scientific ways of knowing; the ideas and practices of the scientific

community. By engaging in the lesson's activities and discussions, she made these

ideas and practices meaningful at a personal level. A similar statement was made in

the journal of another studenfl She.wrote:

I like that we leam like scientists do, we experiment to prove things to
ourselves.

In the classes taught using the New Approach, there was an effort to include

references to the history of science. Students were given homework assignments to

research a particular scientist and hislher contribution to the area of science that was

being studied at the time. The findings were norïnally shared in whole class

discussions. It became obvious to the students that these scientists were often

unsuccessful, and that the development of an explanation or theory was the result of

more than one test. The students showed an understanding of fhe inquiry nature of

science; where you didn't get the answers handed to you, but had to figure them out

for yourself. The following excerpt illustrates this very well:

This term I liked doing the experiments to figure out the ans\¡/ers our
selves.
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One of the components of critical thinking is to consider alternative

explanations. A goal of science education is to help students to become aware of the

existence of the scientist's logical, coherent, useful, and versatile way of viewing the

world. The writing below illustrates a student's perceptions of these goals:

I like how we do experiments and we discuss it so we can see
everything from a different point of view and understand it, for
example the sound topic we did on Monday was very exciting.

Interpretation of Figures 3 and 4

Although there was no significant overall difference between the

Traditional and New Approaches, significant interaction effects indicate that these

approaches differed with respect to the class (6R or 6C), and with respect to the class

and testing occasion.

Interaction effects wíth respect to class.

Figure 3 shows that 6C's performance declined on higher order/critical

thinking questions in Tests 2 and3 when taught using the New Approach, compared

to the Traditional Approach. The opposite was true for 6R's performance seen in

Figure 4; their mean percentage scores were higher in Tests 2 and3 when taught

using the New Approach.

One explanation attributes the results to the students' different cognitive

styles- Recent studies have explored the relationship between lesson structure and

Iearner structure as represented by cognitive stfe, or more speci frcally,
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field-dependence and field-independence (Shymansky and yore, 1980; Ritchey and

LaSheir, l98l; Tannenbaum, 1982; Strawitz,lg94aand 1984b). In rheory,

experiences of field-dependent individuals tend to be govemed by the field whereas

experiences of field-independent individuals can be anal5rzed and structured in new

ways (Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough and Karp, 1962).

Yore (1986) states that:

The field-dependent person tends to consider an experience as a fused
whole, accepting the organization or lack of organization provided by
the experience. Field-independent people view an experience in
discrete parts and display the abilities to extract the critical parts while
disregarding the non-essential parts, to apply them in different
contexts, and to impose structure or reorganization as required. (p.
463)

Relatively field-dependent students have been observ,ed to be less successful

in learning science than relatively field-independent students (Strawitz, l9ï4a).

Shlrnansky and Yore (1980) suggested that field-independent students were more

able than f,reld-dependent students to handle a low-structured inquiry (teaching)

strategy when dealing with chernistry and physics topics. Tannenbaum (1982)

reported a significant interactions effect between lesson structure and cognitive style

for secondary students studying nutrition. She found that field-independent students

instructed by a low-structure method and field-dependent students instructed by a

high-struchre method demonstrated significantly higher achievement than when

students and methods \¡¡ere matched in reverse. Robinson and Gray (1914)

encouraged filrther investigations of cognitive style and instructional methods when

they found that cognitive style measures accounted for additional variance in school

achievement beyond that accounted for by verbal and nonverbal IQ. Witkin, Moore,
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personality and cognition that dealt with form rather than content and was relatively

stable over time- Based on these results, it can be assumed that cognitive style

represents a different learner attribute than traditional intelligence and cognitive

development (Yore, 1986).

No testing to determine the cognitive styles of the students was done before

the study commenced. The effect of the different cognitive styles was not considered

as a factor in the design of the study andno allowances were made. It would appear,

however, that the students in Grade 6C were more field-dependent, while the students

in Grade 6R were more field-independent. In the previous section describing the

setting and participants of the study, it was stated that the two classes were almost

identical in terms of intelligence, academic achievement, age, and socio-economic

background. However, as Yore (1986) and Witkin and his colleagues (1977) contend, '

cognitive style is a separate leaner attribute and is a product of an individual's

personality, therefore di fferences would exist-

The students in Grade 6R had a tendency to exhibit more rambunctious

behavior, if given the opportunity. A majority ofthe students were assertivé; willing

to speak up and share their opinions. During the lessons where the New Approach

was being employed, 6R students appeared to be more effective at learning in the

Iow-structured situations. They exhibited less ofÏ-task behavior, asked more insightful

questions, and tried out ideas with their peers while working in the small groups,

rather than consistently asking the researcher for assistance.
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The students in Grade 6c appeared to be more compliant. Although, once

motivated and given the opportunity, they could be just as assertive and rambunctious

as the students in 6R. While working in small groups they exhibited more off-task

behavior, most of which was social, and rather than trying out ideas, asked for more

assistance from the researcher. They appeared less effective at learning in the low-

structured situations created in the New Approach, which could explain why their

scores did not improve.

Interactíon effects wíth respect to testíng occasion.

The decline in performance of all students on the higher order/critical thinking

questions given in the second test on the light unit of the syllabus suggests that the

content material itself may have been developmentally inappropriate- Figures 3 and 4

illustrate the decline in mean scores, regardless of the teaching approach, for both

classes.

It was interesting to note that the qualitative data collected show that students

actually enjoyed the light unit more than the sound unit. One would logically expect

that if the students enjoyed learning about one topic more than another, they would

have performed better on the higheriorder critical thinking questions. This was not the

case, however. Shrigley and Koball a (1982) conducted a study that led to several

conclusions gennane to attitude study at the elementary level. One such conclusion

suggests that positive shifts in attitude are not related to science achievement gains.

On probing deeper into students' joumal entries in to gain a better

understanding of the reasons underlying individual student's preferences for the light
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unit or the sound unit, it became obvious that preference was based on the type of

experiments carried out and not the content itself. Below are examples of theirjournal

entries:

I liked the topic light better because we got to dissect a real cow's eye.

I en¡joyed being taught light more. I like it because I enjoyed making
the
rainbows and finding out how they are made... in all, I think I like the
colors and of course the cow's eye. The eye experiments were really
cool.

I really liked the sound unit because I am an animal fan. I tove atl
kinds sf animals...the animals just caught my attention, because I like
knowíng a lot about anip¿1t incase I get one as a pet or something.

I liked the sound unit because we got to listen to music. [Crossed out
is a sentence which reads: Can I borrow the C.D.?l I also liked it
because we got to all the cool experiments.

This still leaves unanswered the question of why students' performances on

higher order/ critical thinking questions declined dramatically regardless of the

teaching approach used. and despite possessing positive attitudes towards the content

material. Dykstra (1984) argues that there is some evidence to suggest that it may not

be appropriate to try and get younger sfudents to come to scientists' understandings of

things. Andersson and Kanquist (1983) looked at the understanding of light held by

Swedish pupils, agedI2 to15. They, along with Guesnei (1985), found that the

physicist's model is relativeti rare atthis age. The students in the study reported here

were between the ages of I0 tol2, well below the ages studied by Guesne'and

Andersson and Kanquist.

Ormerod and Duclo¡¡orth(1975), propose several reasons for the relative

difficulty of the physical sciences for learners. The first focuses on the introduction of
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conceptually difficult matter at too early a stage. Flowers (1967) condemned the

premature introduction of abstract concepts into science educatiorq and Wells (Ig7l)

argued that a mental age of around 16 years was necessary before general capacity to

solve abstract theoretical problems in science was atüained. The danger of neglecting

to align the subject matter with the mental development of the leamer is that the

leaner will not only fail to grasp material, but heishe may also acquire a mental btock

capable of inhibiting successful learning at what would otherwise have been the most

opporhrne time (Ormerod and Duckwortb lg75).

Guesne (1985), in her study of students between the ages of 10 and 14,

uncovered two different conceptions of light (l) light equated with its source, with its

effects, or with a state; and (2) light recognizedasa distinct entity, located in space

between its source and the effect it produces (the *ligbt-entity in space" concept). She

found that children aged 10-1 lyears rarely used the "light-entity in space" concept

but generally equated light with its source or with its effects. Chíldren aged13-14

were found to have clearly progressed and tended to think of light as an entity in

space.

This f,rnding is signif,rcant. It suggests that for shadow formation, the

propagâtion of light, reflection of light by objects, and vision to be understood

scientifically, children must suc,cessfi.rlly pass from the assimilation "light: source,

effect or state" to the conception of light as an entity. This understanding must be in

place if instruction focused upon optics is to be meaningfrrl. In many countries,

students between the ages the 13 tol4 are taught about the refraction of light as it

p¿Nses from one ¡1sfirm into another of different optical density (Guesne, 1985).
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The prescribed syllabus used in this study required children aged 10 tol2 to leam

such contenl

The students were able to correctly answer lower order questions that required

labeling the parts of the eye or selecting the correct diagram, representing the

formation of an inverted image at the back of eye, on a multiple choice question.

Guesne (1985) argugs that "this is only a memory from school, recited without havine

attached to it any means of explanation"

The higher order/ critical thinking questions which were d.ifficult for students

to answer correctly involved shadows (answered incorrectly 26 Vo of îRstudents an¿

30 % of 6C students), color (ansu'sred incorrectly by 17 Vo for 6R students and.3}vo

of 6C students), reflection, refraction (answered incorrectþ by 39%of 6R students

and6l% of 6C students) and vision (answered incorrectly by74%of 6R students and

87o/o of 6C students). Twenty two percent of the students in 6R did not attempt two

or more of the questions in part C, leaving the space blanh while 13 %o of tbestudents

in 6C did not attempt one or two of the questions. This evidence suggests that the

sfudents were not at a developmental level to understand, as a scientist would, the

physical sciençe concepts found in the light unit, regardless of the teaching approach

used.

Ormerod andDuckworü{lgls)discuss two possible reasons that help to

further explain why the students' mean scores on higher order/ critical thinking

questíons fell dramaticaþ on test 2. These are: the difficulty associated with the

language and vocabulary used during the light unit; and the lack of instructional time

or what is more commonly referred to as overloading of the syilabus.
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O'Toole and Bedford (1969) showed that the everyday vocabulary of students

between the ages of 6 and 12 was deficient in approximately 150 words needed to

render science texts comprehensible. They suggested that an explanation of only 36

of these 150 "science words" by teachers would bring down the age of

comprehension by two years. A more current ahalysis of the language difficulties of

science is Gardner's work QgTaQ.Apart from problems with strictly "scientific"

words and pupils' problems when discussing abstract ideas, Gardner identifies 599

non-technical words frequently used in everyday discourse, but having special

meaning in science teaching. Many students at quite advanced levels are not at all

clear about the scientific implications of many of these words (ormerod and

Duckworth, 1975).

In this study, the students had varying personal definitions of reflection and

refraction that conflicted with the scientific definitions. Statements, which would be

readily understood by a scientis! became baffling pt zzles for the students. One such

example is the statement, light is a wave that travels in a straight line. For many

students a straight line is aflat,horizontal line with no undulations. To suggest that

light is a wave that travels in a straight line seemed preposterous and caused much

confiision.

A second problem involved ùe words reflection and refraction The fact the

a miror whichreflects lighg can be used to heþ light go around corners - in essence

"befld", and that a pencil placed in a glass of water looks broken because the water is

"bending" the light, created another perplexing dilemma for the sfudents.
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On Test 2,the higher order/ critical thinking questions that assessed student

understanding of refraction and reflection were often answered incorrectly (39 % of

the students in 6R and610/o of the students in 6C) because students were confilsed

aboyt the differences between the two words. This could be a possible reason for the

mean percentage scores being low When compared to the higher order questions on

the sound t nit test. This is not meant to suggest that students experienced little if no

difficulty with test l. There were difFrculties experienced in the sound unit as well,

but to a lesser extent. An example would be the words intensity and pitch. Students

often confused these during discussions and when answering questions at the

beginning of the uniI. By the third testing occasion howeveç no evidence of such

confi.rsion was evident

Ormerod and Duckworth (1975) argue that science syllabuses are too long

and that the sciences do not getafaír share of the timetable. Raven (1974), after

reviewing 16 papers on hierarchies of abilities in science education, states that "most

science teachers have found that their students are in difficulties because too much is

required of them in too short a period" (p.260).

In this study, the light unit as presented in the prescribed syllabus is longer

and more extensive than the sound unit. The sound unit was taught during the first

half of the tenn (a total of five weeks) while the light unit was taught duringthe

second half of the term (a total of five weeks).

Despite the fact that the light unit was more extensive and contained more

abshact and complex concepts, no extra time was given Each lesson'hud,a time limit

of 80 minutes. In order to darken the classroom to facilitate fu elperinents.in the
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light unit, time had to be taken out of the 80 minutes, thus reducing the time left for

the actual lesson. The teacher/researcher often reported feeling very rushed and

frustrated by the fact that there was just not sufficient time to adequately address

many of the misconceptions that emerged from the students during group and whole

class discussions.

Another important factor that resulted in less time devoted to the light unit

was that the research was being carried out in classrooms where the principal

researcher was not the class teacher. Therefore, time was lost having to wait for the

children to 'þack up" work from another subject, and ensuring that the science classes

ended on time so other subjects could be taught.

students were required to know and understand a number of complex

concepts in a few weeks. There was also the pressure of the standardized GSAT

examination, looming in the background. As a result, students may have reverted to

old sfudy methods of rote memorization in order to "learn" the new information

quickly so as to keep up with the fast pace of the class. There was simply insufficient

time for students to understand the concepts, much less to think critically about them.

Guesne (1985) states that:

Children do not adopt new ideas or change their existing ideas
radically in the period of time usually allocated to a lessãn or even a
sequence of lessons. Theymay however, be encouraged to use
accepted scientific ideas in a progressively wider range of situations
over an extended period of time. úr. 199)

Because the sound unit was less extensive, the content material was

introduced to the students at a moderate pace and there was more than enough time

for the students to develop understanding of the science concepts involved-
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Finally, the students'mean scores on higher order/ critical thinking questions

pertaining to the light unit (Test 2), may have fallen as a consequence of the abstract

nature of the light concept it self. Inagaki ( I 990) raises rhe interesting point of

whether there is an important difference in children's development of scientific

knowledge in biological science and their development of knowledge in physical

science. She suggests that because everyday biology can be elaborated and

incorporated into scientific biological knowledge, but that few comparable sources of

analogy and generlizabllity exist in physical science that are available to children

(Howe, 1996).

Rodrigues (1992) claims that learning about a science concept may be much

easier through contexts with rich links to student's interests, such as teen culture and

the human body. From this perspective, it could be argued that the students performed

better in the sound unit, because most of the content material was based on students,

current interests. The students could feel vibrations, watch animals move their ears in

response to sound, see the effect of sound waves, and listen to music and the sounds

made by specific instruments. In contrast, theV could not see how fast light travels or

touch and feel light. The concepts of the light unit were more abstract, and students

may have found it harder to make connections with their every day lives that fit

accurately into scientific physical science.
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Attìtude to School Science

Despite the complexity of the task, the promotion of favorable feelings toward

science, scientists, and science learning remains an important goal of science

education (Bybee et al-, 1989)- Affective leaming is of interest to both teachers and

researchers because it is an outcome of science instruction that has implications far

beyond the immediate classroom experience (Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1990).

The role played by the teaching approach.

Parker and Gerber (2000) investigated the effects of a science intervention

program (based on the Leaming Cycle teaching procedure), on the achievement and

attitu,iles of students in Middle Years. They found that achievement and attitudes

toward science were higher following participation in the science intervention

program. Kyle, Bonnestetter and Gadsden (1988) reported overwhelming data

supporting the greatly enhanced attitudes toward science by students in inquiry-

oriented, process-approach science classes, when compared with students in

traditional classes. The data from their study indicated that students preferred a

proc.ess-approach science that more closely matches real science versus the traditional

textbook-oriented science that more closely resernbles the Language Arts (Kyte et al.,

1 e88).

Metz (1988) compared the effect of interactive instruction and lectures on

chemistry learning and attitudes. Students taught by the interactive method

performed equally well on the examinations as those who were taught by lecture.

However, the attitudes of students taught by the interactive method were significantly
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more favorable than those of students taught by lecture- The studybefore you had

very similar results, with the New Approach shown to be more effective at improving

the attitudes of students, than the Traditional Approach.

Student attitudes toward science vary according to factors relating to self,

school, and home. To investigate the effect of those factors on attitudes and

achievement, Simpson and Oliver (1990) summarized major findings of a

longitudinal research study conducted between 1980-1981 and continued between

I985-1986. They found that the quality of classroom instruction was an "alterable"

variable affecting student science achievement and attitudes toward science. Even

though factors related to home and self contributed to student attitudes toward

science, science classroom instruction had a greater effect on attitudes, as measured in

the Simpson-Troost Attitude Instrument (Parker and Gerber, 2000)

Advocates of the activity-orientated science instruction at the elementary level

emphasize the development of favorable attitudes toward science as one of the merits

of such an approach. The results of many research studies support this claim (see

Johnson and Ryan, 1974; Lowery, 1967, Simmons and Esler, 1972; Wideen, 1975;

Story and Brown, 1979 among others). Despite conflicting findings (Allen, l97Z;

Krockover and Malcol m,1978;Vanek and Monte an,1977),the favorable affects of

activity orientated instruction on children's attitudes toward science are generally

accepted. This acceptance is particularly strong when activity-orientated instruction

includes opportunities for children to discuss and reflect on what is taught (Tippins

and Koballa,l99l).
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Whether or not hands-on instruction is effective at developing positive

attitudes is no longer a question. Shymansþ, Kyle, and Alport (1982,1983) have

found that:

ESS, SAPA and SCIS are a lot more effective than most educators,
politicians and parents give them credit for being... Research clearly
shows that students in these programs achieve more, like science more,
and improve their skills more than do students in traditional, text book-
based classrooms. (p. 15, 1982)

Glasson and Latik (1993) in their study of social constructivism involving the

use of the Learning Cycte cited student responses very similar to the student

responses previously st¿ted in the qualitative results section of this study(see page

50). Interview data reported by the authors suggested that students were able to relate

their opportunities for problem solving to changing understandings and the

development of selÊeffrcacy. One student explained:

If a person lectures you are usually more apt to get bored. If a teacher
just gives you like problems, like do thirty-five problems andjust, you
know, you sort ofjust memorize, sort of memorize the problems for
the moment to get the work done and then you forget it..-this way
you'll remember it because you actually do it yourself and you were
doing it with friends, or you were working together and it was fun and
you remember it (p. 196)

Carr, Barker, Bell, Biddulpb, Jones, Kirkwood, Pearson, and S¡mington

(1994,p. l49) state that "horv we feel about the ideas being presented in our learning

experiences affects our learning about them." In Glasson and Lalik's (1993) study,

the students referred to the Leaming Cycle teaching instruction as being "fun". Data

obtained from the students' journals and exit slíps in the study before you document

their constant use of the word "fun" to describe how thev feel about their science
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experiences. The use of the word gives a clear indication that the students are

enjoying the learning experience; they are engaged, interested, and motivated. Brophy

(1983) defined motivation to learn in terms of an enduring disposition to value

learning for its own sake, to enjoy the process, and to take pride in the outcomes of

experiences involving knowledge acquisition or skill development.

There also appears to be a relationship between sfudents having "fun" and

doing experiments on their own. As presented in Figure 5 page 64, gTyo of students

who claimed to like science did so because of the experiments incorporated in the

New Approach. Sixty percent of the students used the word "fun" to describe the how

they felt about doing the exploratory and investigative work. The qualitative data also

indicate a relationship between doing experiments and remembering science concepts

(See the journal entry by "Keisha" on pages 50 - 5l as one of several examples to

support this claim).

The role played by the teacher-

Simpson and Oliver (1990) argue that classroom instruction has the greatest

affect on students' attitudes. In developing countries like the setting for the study

presented here, it has been shown that teacher characteristics play a significant role in

shaping science attitudes, achievements, and aspirations (Twoli and power, l9g9;

Brophy and Good, 1986; Husen, Saha and Noonan, 1978).

Kahn and weiss (1973) in a review of over 350 papers concluded that

"whatever else is in doubt, the role of the teacher is ctucial in the development of

pupil's affective behavior over the field of education as a whole." A relationship
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between the personality of the physics teacher and what students learn from modem

US physics courses has been found by Rothman, Welch and Walberg (1969). Ramsay

and Howe (1969b) state that "teacher characteristics seem more significant in

deciding outcomes than any imposed extemal aïTangements.,'Four, years later

Schulman and Tamir (1973) reiterated these findings.

Starring (1972)' investigated a course on "Man and his Environment,, which

was specifically designed as a means of changing certain aspects of attitudes to

science' He found that "teacher effectiveness" was a more influential variable leading

to change than were such characteristics as the students' sex, socio-economic status,

IQ, grade averages, the attitude of their homes to science, and their own attitude to the

course. collectively, the evidence strongly suggests that the efficiency, style, and

personality of science teachers can, in a variety ways, influence the attitudes of

students (Ormerod and Duckworth, I975).

Many of the journal entries and exit slips collecterd from the students

throughout the research study make no reference to the approaches used to teach

them, but instead highlight the teacher (the researcher) as the reason for theirpositive

attitude shift towards science. Figure 5, shows that 48 %o of thestudents said that they

liked science because of the teacher. The following excerots are examples ofthis (See

Appendix O formore exarnples):

can I tell you a secret [referring to the researcher reading the joumal] I
like you better than Mrs. Rupert [a pseudonym to protecianonymify]-
she used to teach us science in Grade 5 and I never understood a ttring
and then you came-.. felt better. science is my worst subject but I have
faith in myself now than Social studies. please be my science teacher
forever PLEASE! [There is a drawing of crying, frowning face at the
bottom of her entry, because she knows the teacher/researcher will
have to leave soon].



I think science is very fun and interesting. It is very fascinating
because of you [referring to the teacher/researcher]. You help me to
understand everything, and you are the reason science is very
interesting and that it is my favorite subject. When you come to class
you motivate me to get ready for the GSAT. I am so very happy to
have you as my teacher. I wish you could stay till next year * i 

"unget a good mark on GSAT. I AM GRATEFUL oF youR HELP!!!!!

Given the positive responses to the "experiments" it is not possible to attribute

the students' enthusiasm and positive attitude towards science, to the teacher alone.

The data in Figure 5 also show that 50% of the students reported liking science

because they were doing less writing in the form of dictation and note taking. The

data strongly suggest that the teacher may play a more influential role in parameters

of this study than previously suggested by the findings of studies done in

industrialized countries.

The Relationship between Auitude changes and critícal rhinking

Psychologists and educators crassiff human learning as cognitive,

psychomotor, and affective (e.g, Bloom,1976). Classifying learning in this manner

simplifies its description and facilitates its evaluation (Koball a, 1995).Interestingly,

no action is solely cognitive, psychomotor, or affective. Each domain includes facets

of the other two, but the more dominant aspect of any act maybe identified

(Ringness, 1975).

Koballa (1995) states:

Attitudes have both affective and cognitive components. However,
much of the attitude research, due to its heavy reliance on intuition and
dated theoretical foundations, tends to focus on the feeling for or
against something without considering the accompanylng
intellectuali zation - {p. 69)
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Munby (1990) recommended the abandonment of theoretical approaches that

dichotomize affective and cognitive. Guided by the work of Hovland, Janis and

Kelly ( 1953), the study of persuasion became an area of educational research.

Persuasion is the act of "encouraging someone to choose to make a change in beliefs,

attitudes, andlor behaviors (Reardon, 1991, p.l2). No matter what approach or

strategy is utilized, according to Petty and Cacioppo (1981), persuasion is the vehicle

for all belief attitude, and behavior change. When operationalizúviaHovland's

model, persuasion looks a lot like classroom instruction (Koballa, 1995). In science

classrooms, teachers function as active agents in the persuasive process (Koball4

1992:Koballa &'Warden, 1gg2).students as cognitively active, message receivers,

construct their own meaning from the messages presented by the teacher, often

negotiating meaning with their classmates (Wheatley, I993).

Petty and Cacioppo's (1986) "Elaboration Likelihood Model" ofpersuasion

extended the work of Hovland and Fishbein and Ajzen. The model proposed two

types of information processing strategies employed by the student (message

recipient). One processing strategy, called the central route, involves detailed søutiny

of message content and message-relevant thinking. The recipient who follows this

route of thinking carefully listens to, scrutinizes, and elaborates on the message,

constructs beließ antl attitudes, and decides on actions based on the information

incoming from the message as well as from long term memory (Greenwald, l96g).

One's use of the central route requires ability and motivation to process incoming

information (Koballa, 1995). The result of a student processing information via the

central route is claimed to be an enduring, positive attitude change-
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The New Approach provided opportunities for the motivation of students to

engage in processing the information via the central route. The positive attitude

change observed appears to be long-lasting as good reports about student attitudes are

being received four months after the conclusion of the research study (See Appendix

P).

In the second processing strategy, the peripheral route, the recipient does not

scrutinize and elaborate upon message arguments, but reflects on heuristics and cues

associated with the message. Demanding less cognitive energy than the central route,

the use of the peripheral route is increased when motivation and ability to process

information abate. As might be expected, attitudes changed via the peripheral route

are susceptible to counter-persuasion and tend to be short-lived (Petty and Cacioppo,

le86).

One could argue that the positive attitude change observed in the students as a

result of exposure to the New Approach, was an indication of their choice to process

the incoming information via the central route. Aspects of the central route processing

strategy correspond to many components of meta-cognitive thinking. Therefore, it

could be surmised that the attitude change observed signified that the students were

indeed engaging in forms of higher order/critical thinking.
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CHAPTBR VI

Conclusions and Implications

Personal Response to the Study

As a science teacherbom and educated in Jamaica, the only way I knew

how to teach was using a traditional, didactic, teacher centered method. In order to

carry out this research, I had to suddenly become a social constructivist teacher

skilled in the art of facilitating investigative and collaborative learning. These are

skills that can not simply be added on to a teaching repertoire; instead the basic

elements that define one's teaching had to change.

Like many teachers before me, I agreed with the philosophy and goals of the

constructivi-st orientation. I strongly believed that teaching was best guided by

current conceptions of how learners come to know, and I made a commitment to

change my teaching practice. Since I was afforded the opportunity to study and

_ 
consider the role of constructivism in educational practice, I saw the inclusion.of

teaching practices informed by constructivist themes of learning as natural and

productive in terms ofmy professional development. I decided to experiment

enthusiastically with constructivist pedagogy until it became part of the very fabric of

my classroom

As stated in the description of the study, I wanted my students to leam more

than facts. I wanted science lessons to help them understand the world around them

and better appreciate it- I agreed with Henri Poincare, a French mathematician and

physicist, who offered the following description of science: "science is built up with



facts as a house is built with stones, but a collection facts is no more a science than a

heap of stones is a house" (Kelley, rg4l,p.2ae- I began scrutinizing mypractice,

asking myself questions like, what teaching methods would advance a description of

science as more than factual information? what methods would assist me in

presenting and teaching science not as a collection of arbitrary facts but as a way of

knowing that would result in students understanding wþ the facts were relevant and

how they related to one another?

The New Approach was the result of extensive research into the types of
teaching methods which I felt advanced this description of science. Having not been

educated in a constructivist setting nor trained to teach in these constructivist ways,

becoming a teacher who helps students to question, think, and search, and not follow

passively was very challenging. I had read countless studies and books that suggested

ways to implement the teaching strategies that comprised the New Approach - the

process seemed simple enough. But what sounds simple propositionally is quite

difÍicul t operationally.

It was as though I had become a begiruring teacher ail over again. My two

years of experience in the classroom simply evaporated. In myattempt to implement

the New Approach in a setting where it had never been practiced, I faced numerous

challenges, six ofwhich will be discussed
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Tlte Role of the Teacher.

Having read books which detailed the steps involved in implementing the

Learning Cycle model and other social constmctivist, inquiry-based, or hands-on

teaching strategies in the classroom, as well as studies chronicling the experiences of

teachers employing such methods with phenomenal success, I was inspired to try the

teaching and learning strategies described. From what I had read, I knew that for an

inquiry-based teaching model to succeed, extensive preparation time and detailed

plaruring would be necessary. Regardless, I was willing and determined to go the

extra mile, because the rewards seemed worth the effort.

What I was not aware of and unprepared to face wai the expanding range of

teacher roles I would have to assume in order to make this approach work in my

classroom setting- Educators and researchers often pversimpli$, the problems to be

faced by contrasting only two tlpes of teacher roles: "the teacher as the sage on the

stage - transmitting knowledge to empty minds" and "the teacher as facilitator and

guide of active, curious leamers". what I found was that the New Approach

necessitated more complex and active participation than suggested by the commonly

used metaphors, teacher as facilitator and guide. There were a mynad of constantly

changing teacher roles that I had to assume. I was motivator, modeler, diagnostician,

innovator, researcheE mentor, collaborator and learner. Often I would go into the

classroom and face the students, who were like new bom babies; faces that had never

been seen before and will never come again. They were experiencing new and novel

things and were dananding of me responses that I couldn't possibly have prepared

beforehand. The situations did not demand what I read in the books. They demanded
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more teacher involvement than I would normally give when using the Traditional

Approach. It did not help that I had never observed for any length of time a teacher

teaching in a social constructivist classroom. All I had to guide me was what I had

read.

The researchers had worked out the problems in the hallowed halls of

academia and then expected the teachers to work out the practices- There were so

many gaps- No mention was made that turning a theory of learning into a theory of

teaching was an inexact process at best- I read books and articles that prescribed steps

to be taken and identified the expected outcomes, but when it came time for me to

implement the recommended steps, the outcome was more than often not as expected.

There were instances where I couldn't implement the steps at all. The books and

articles did not take into account the uniqueness of the students as well as the teachers

employing the approaches suggested. Many researchers argue that some teachers

because of their personal histories may be predisposed to more effectivelyimplement

social constructivist based teaching methods, than others. while I agreed with

teaching in a social constructivist manner because my own past learning experiences

as a student, I wasn't very effective implementing such teaching strategies.

It didn't help that many of the papers and books that I read were written by

researchers and authors studfng and working in industri alizedcountries. The entire

context was different in a developing country such as Jamaica. I will elaborate more

on this point in section 3.



I had to become a'Juggrer" and a "Dr. Jekyll - Mr. Hyde character". This

constant switching of roles often left me exhausted at the end of a day. In one class I

had to teach using the New Approach and appear just as excited and enthusiastic

about it as the Traditional Approach. I became..Mr. Hyde" and took my.Jugglef,

stance, trylng to get the students to ask questions, investigate and work together -
somethingnew for them, while making sure I was following the lesson plan outline;

ensuring that the students were exposed to the content. This tension between tqying to

give the students opportunities to develop their own understandings and my efficrts to

present scientific information was unavoidable, I had teachers observing my every

move and the high expectations of the parents and school board to meet. The

pressures I had to face were sometimes overwhelming. I was aware that the students

had to write a standardized exam in a few months, but I still wanted them to engage in

meaningful leaming.

An hour or two later, I had to go into another class and teach using the

Traditional Approach.I became "Dr. Jekyll" and proceeded to lecture and dictate to

the students' even though my beließ were changing. I personally felt like this method

was not doingjustice to the intriguing content and shortchanged the students by

downgrading the learning experience.

Classroom management.

The literature I had come across wamed me that given the Traditional

Approach to leaming, if I was interested in trying to employ anything resembling a

constructivist approach to teaching, I should be prepared for an initial reluctance and
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moments ofobvious frustration, regardless of the age and inclination of the student.

So I went into the classrooms "braced" to face the students. I was not surprised when

many of them floundered initiallywith the introduction of the New Approach and

needed more help than the researchers recommended I give. These students had been

educated for 8 years by the Traditional Approach, and it was engrained in them not to

question the authority of the teacher or the text book. Suddenly requiring them to

question explanations, search for answers on their own, and risk sharing their ideas

and feelings, was understandably an unsettling challenge.

What I was not prepared for was how to manage 23 students simultaneously

asking for help and vying for my attention. This was one of the many pedagogical

problems I faced; my inability to manage new kinds of discourse and collaborative

work in the classroom. Many times amidst the chaos, I was practicing how to "grin

and bear it"; feeling totally ineffective in myrole as teacher in the classroom.

Although, it is generally accepted that investigative and collaborative

classrooms tend to be noisier than the traditional class¡ooms, the school setting and

other teachers \ryere not accustomed to this noise level. I became very concemed

about this, after getting a few complaints from other teachers about the noise level

'duriúg the lessons where the New Approach was being used. I did not want to be

known as a teacher with poor classroom management skills. I wanted to convince the

other teachers of the benefits of using the New Approach. However, the more they

sa\ry a room full of noisy students exhibiting high levels of ofÊtask behavior the more

my çhances of gaining their support dwindled.
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I had a low level of order and organization in my classroom. The physical

anangement of the classroom contributed to the off-task behavior. The classrooms

were originally designed for traditional lessons, exclusively featuring individual seat

work- There were long rows of desks and chairs that left very little space to maneuver

in the classroom. No additional furniture could be brought into the room, as there

was simply no space to accommodate it. In order for the students to work in groups,

one of them would have to relinquish the use of her desk as a working station or they

would resort to sitting on the floor. With limited resources for experiments, there

were usually 4 groups of 4 or 5 students in each group. This method of seating not

only encouraged social interaction, but also hindered effective scarming of the class

formanagement purposes - especially when students were seated on the floor where

the desks effectively hid them from view. As a result, many students with their backs

to me were able to carry on with their social agendas even when I would be

discussing with another group near by. I tried to spend equal amounts of time with

each group. However, as the video tape showed, certain groups monopolized my time

which resulted in other groups being neglected. The students in the neglected groups

often became bored and restless, an,il would begin chatting and playing around in an

effort to get my attention to come over to their group

. I spent quite a lot of valuable crass time simplypolicing; making sure

everyone got a turn, settling disputes, and trying to convince them not to make

unnecessary noise. This meant that less of my time was spent actually asking

productive questions and encoura$ng students' ideas and investigations.
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The presence of the video camera was not unnoticed, and students "played

up" to the camera by engaging in ofÊtask behavior. They would often unnecessarily

walk by the camera waving, smiling, and in many instances speaking directly to the

camera- All this would go on undetected by me in the classroom, as my attention

would be given to another group at the time.

Many of the experiments caused mass hysteria to descend upon the classroom.

The students had never been exposed to or engaged in such experiments, and they

were beside themselves with excitement. Notably, the experiments which utilized

custom-made curtains to help darken the classroom room for the light unit and the

lesson where a cow's eye was dissected, caused students to chat incessantly. Th"y

could not contain their enthusiasm and made managing the classroom almost

impossible. With so many in a small classroom, with all the windows and doors shut

and no air conditioníng in 35 degree weather, the classroom became a furnace. The

students quickly became fatigued and irritable. This made working in groups a

nightrnare. Many days after such an experiment, I went home hoarse and physically

drained-

In contrast, when I taught using the Traditignal Approach all the desks faced

the front of the room, where I spent the majority of the time using a whole-class

instructional mode. This seating aûangement facilitated management scanning, and I

was able to quickly target potential noise makers for effective public desists. Being

seated at their own desks also helped discourage the students from engaging in

disruptive chatter. As a result, the Traditional Approach lessons were managed more

effectively than the New Approach lessons in terms of the proportion of student-
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engaged time- The presence of the camera went unnoticed in these classes, mainly

because the students were too busy taking dictation to notice it running at the back of

the classroom. 
."

Looking back at the experience, I now realizethere were things I could have

done to remedy this problan. I had assumed that the students would know how to

participate in collaborative learning groups. This I found out was a major oversight on

my part- I should have recognized nght away that these students needed to be shown

how to engage effectively in collaborative leaming groups. As the teacher, I should

have delegated responsibility to the students within the groups to ensure that everyone

had a role to play and then alternate the roles, so that everyone would get an

opportunity to build new skills in different areas. Instead, I left the students to their

own devices- Another strategy I could haveimplemented would be to share with the

students explicitly what I was expecting them to do and then modeling it for them at

the beginning of the term. This was done for the concept maps and journals but not

for working in groups.

Time and Resource Factors.

I felt that these challenges really affected the wayin which theNew Approach

was implemented- Each lesson had a time limit of 80 minutes, and there were only

seventeen lessons in which to cover the physical science units of light and sound.

This rigid time schedule limited the New Approach which by nature requires large

blocks of time for sfudents to investigate, explore, and elaborate on new and

preconceived ideas- The prescribed syllabus simply packed in too much scientific
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information into too little time. I always found myself constrained by time, and I

often based my instructional decisions on whether or not there was sufficient time to

allow me to adequately present all the information in the lesson. As a result, I

sometimes deviated from the prescribed steps in the leaming cycle. For example,

shortening the amount time designated for the elaboration phase or when a student's

idea took more than the available time, I would decide not to address it. There werè a

series of cost - benefit decisions, made in split seconds. Depending on how

cooperative the students were, the weather and availability of resources for

experiments, I decided what would be included or not in the enacted lesson.

In an ideal situation, each of these topics should have been taught over a much

Ionger period, especially the more abstract and sophisticated concepts of light.

Instead, the two units were crammed into two, five week slots, with only one lesson

for students to grasp complex concepts such as optics and shadow formation. Even at

the secondary level, such concepts are not taught in one single lesson, but spread out

over several weeks. Yet, these elanentary students were expected to learn the

prescribed content and answer higher order questions on tests after only one lesson on

each topic in the unit.

The dire state of the economy, being a developing country, also played a huge

role in determining how theNew Approach was implemented. Manytimes the

equipment and materials recommended for the experiments were not available or if

available were astronomically priced, making their use impossible. Simple items such

as tin foil, garbage bags, cellophane paper, waxed paper, hand lenses, pieces of glass,

flash lights, dissecting kits, gloves and mirrors, standard equipment for elementary
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science classrooms in industrialized countries, were not priced to make them easily

accessible in Jamaica-

To compensate, I spent many long hours designing alternative apparatus and

identifuing alternative materials for the experiments.that were cost effective and

readily available. Many times, because there were so few resources available, it was

not possible for students to work in groups. I had to resort to employing the

Traditional Approach which featured whole class demonstrations done bv the teacher

so everyone could see.

The light unit presented the greatest challenge using the New Approach,

simplybecause the resources were expensive and difficult to locate- To be able to

darken the room suff,rciently so the students could observe light rays, dark colored

curtains had to be made- The classrooms were built to facilitate ventilation in a

tropical climate; therefore the walls had a series of four large, horizontal, 20 inch

openings in thøn, free of window panes that opened directly to the outdoors. This

allowed light to sfream into the classroom. It would take at least l0 to l5 minutes of

the inskuctional time to set up these curtains. They had to be removed after the lesson

and then put up again for the next lesson. This simple exercise ofputting up and

taking down the curtains lessened the time available for discussion. The fact that I

had to trek back-and-forth, from the staff room to the classrooms in order to transport

the materials for the experiments also reduced the instructional time.
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Teacher Pedagogical Content Knowledge Límitations.

Although, I have rny bachelors in natural sciences, I felt "out of my comfort

zon€' in terms of science content knowledge when I taught the light unit and "in my

comfort zone" when I taught the sound unit. I believe that this may have affected how

efüciently I implemented theNew Approach in teaching the two units. When I taught

the sound unit, I generally felt more confident and was not reliant on the student text

book as a source of knowledge. This may have been because my area of expertise is

Zoolagy and Botany, and the sound unit as presented in the enacted curriculum had a

more biological base than a physical science base. I generally felt very comfortable

encouraging questions and entertaining spontaneous student responses and ideas

about sound.

When teaching the light unit, although I understood ihe phenomena well and

was not intimidated by the since content, I felt inadequate because I could not

explain it to the students in a way they would understand. For similar reasons and the

constraints of time, many of their questions went unanswered, but not because I

didn't know the answer. As a result, I relied more heavily on the student textbook as a

source of explanations since the explanations were presented by the authors in a

simplified way. I was often dissatisfied with these explanations as theyhad obvious

gaps, but I continued to supply the students with them since I didn,t know how to

break down the more complex, but comprehensive explanations I had for the

phenomena being observed. I tried to avoid explanations of observations or ideas that

occurred spontaneously in the classroom while the students were carrying out the

prescribed experiments.
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one example of this was during a resson, using the New Approach, on

rainbows and their formation. The students asked why you can never get to the end

of the rainbow- I knew wh¡ but I did not know where to begin to explain this to the

students- They knew nothing about angles or geometry. How was I going to explain

this to them? so my reply was simply "'when you get to high school you will find

out. -.don't \¡/orry about that now." I felt absolutely terrible afterwards, because I

knew that I had missed a wonderful opportunity to facilitate students, meaningful

learning. That's what the New Approach was designed to do, and because of mv

inadequacies, I had missed it.

Thère was anothei incident that occurred during a lesson on sound and how

sounds change. Despite my general feelings of confidence in teaching the sound unit

using the New Approach, my inability to deconstruct complex 
'scientific 

explanations

for teaching students was evident. When fwo students, engaging in off-task behavior,

discovered that blowing air across a piece of paper made a sound, they wanted to

know how the sound was created. I knew the answer, and I understood the concepr,

but I didn't know how to explain it to them in a succinct manner that would be easily

understood. So in the few minutes ofthe lesson time remaining before I had to pack

up all the materials and leave the classroom, I replied, ..what do you think? ...you

tell me" and proceeded to collect the books. As a result, what could have been a

wonderful learning opportunity was missed. I didn't wait for the students to answer; I

didn't give them my full attention acknowledging that their ideas were important and

valid- I;nstead, I carried on with business as usual, as if the question had never been
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asked. The students, in response, sat down and not one more word about the paper

and the sound it produced was heard. Again, a leaming opportunity was missed.

Assessmënt problems.

The longer I taught using the New Approach, the more I became dissatisfied

with the existing grading system because it lacked a means for rewarding the creative

expressions of student's ideas. Although the acquisition of specific content

knowledge must be examined, so must actual student performance and participation

in meaningful leaming- The New Approach facilitated the ongoing, formative

evaluation of sfudent performance through journal writing, exit slips and concept

maps. Although content knowledge was mainly assessed through traditional paper

and pencil tests, I found that the daily assessment tools gave me a much more

comprehensive look into the "minds" ofmy students and allowed me to adapt my

lessons to meet their needs as well as interests. The concept maps, in particular,

proved to be extremely helpful in revealing alternative conceptions held by the

students. I used them to determine what topics needed to be revised or which students

I needed to speak with on an individual basis.

r : I had to ensure that I took the time to explain to the other teachers, parenrs

and the students themselves about the value of these altemative forms of

assessments. I was asked by parents on a few occasions why I was not grading

werything the students did. h their minds if a numerical grade contributing to the

students' overall grade averagewas not given to an assignment then it wasn't worth
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doing. Therefore, it was not surprising when I faced resistance trytng to promote

alternative forms of assessment that downplayed the assigning of grades.

Tremendous pressure is placed on the students to perform well academically

anà obtain good grades- Parents go to great lengths to ensure their children meet the

high expectations of success. As early as kindergarten, parents expect their five year

old children to be given homework assignments, which they believe serve as evidence

that their children are learning and not just 'playing around, at school. When the

students enter Grade 6, many are sent to extra lessons and private tutors, while other

parents devote their time and energy to actively studying with their children after

school, reviewing the notes and questioning the teacher about text books she would

recommend to assist their "home instruction". The students come to realizesuccess

must be achieved at all costs.

It would appear that it is more important for students to get a good grade on a

test, than it is for them to pursue long term understanding. The focus is on whether or

not students are aware of certain information or can recite certain verses. The

question asked of the students is not "How do you know?" but..Do you know this

material?" It{s not important or valuable to find out what sfudents think or their ideas

and points of view, because their points of view are not as important as their'lrrong,,

or "right" answers. This system sends a message to the students that it's better to be

:Îight" than to have interesting ideas and explanations. Because some of the students

just weren't good at finding the'îight" answers on multiple choice tests, they were

denied the opportunity to demonstrate what they had learned in the manner most

effective for them-
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Students learn that technique, rules, and memory matter more than context.

authenticity, and wholeness. Students spend a greatdeal of time preparing for

standardized tests and, as a result, rather than seeking deep, meaningful

understanding, students seek short term strategies for accomplishing tasks or passing

tests. Testing drives the teaching that goes on in classrooms. The teaching of new

science content ceases around the testing periods, and teachers begin to review in

preparation for the reality of preparing students to pass a multiple choice test. During

the weeks leading up to the GSAT examination, the students undergo a regimented

but highly successful, "drilling" routine of practicing past paper questions and

completing intense reviewing exercises. The performancé of the students on the

GSAT examination is of the utmost importance, as their scores will determine

whether or not they get a place in one of the more reputable high schools. It is not

difficult to see why shrdents in our traditional educational systems have become

acculturated to devalue'thinking to feel uneasy about in depth analysis, and to view

anything other than tupid *u"rage of the curriculum a waste of time. Meaningful

learning is not considered important or valued.

A clear example of this acculturation occurred during this study. A student

was asked to wrile a journal entry stating whether or not she had made any

connections/links befween her everyday life and what she had learned in her previous

science class based on the Traditional Approach. Her response was, "No, I have not
/

made any connections because I am too busy studying." From her perspective

learning was remembering and being able to do well on written tests. It was not I
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necessary to identify any connections to or make any links between what was being

Iearned in class and novel sifuations outside the classroom.

At the end of the term, I strongly believed that changes to the evaluation

system were essential. If the New Approach and other similar forms of instruction are

implemented in schools then assessment should be done while teaching. In this way,

learning could continue while assessment occurs. This can be done through the

teacher actively participating in student interactions; listening to the students,

discussing their ideas with them, watching them work with ideas and materials and

with each other. I have come to believe that these forms of assessment tell a teacher

more about a student than paper and pencil tests and externally deveioped assessment

tasks.

The New Approach incorporates the idea of assessing students while teaching.

However, even though it sounds logical to do so, it is not as easy to actually

implement in the classroom. It is always going to be easier and require less effort

from the teacher to teach the curriculum, and then test what is known via supply and

selection type questions on tests which are easy to administer and score. It is more

difficult for a teacher to mediate and assess the meaningful tearning of each child in

his/her class. Meaningful activities are often difficult, costl¡ and time consuming to

develop, and authentic assessment requires teachers to be able to differentiate

between what a student has memorized and what a sfudent has actually internalized.

This is an abitity that requires experience on the part of the teacher. The wider

society, including parents, would have to be educated to recogmze and value the new

forms of assessment. Higher institutions would have to modify their admission
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r€quirements to accommodate altemative forms of assessments such as portfolios.

The problem of assessment is real. To solve this problem, work needs to be done. As

a teacher, I recognize that the parameters of my own solutions for acquiring valid data

are still not clear.

Lack of Support.

The many books and articles I read before beginning the study gave me many

wonderful ideas for teaching. What I did not learn was how to put the ideas into

practice. Because the study was carried out in Jamaica, those human resources

knowledgeable in the practical aspects of the New Approach aná its implemeniation

were not available to me. The teaching staffat the school was extrernely encouraging

and gave a great deal of moral support, but was not able to help me sort through the

problems I was having trytng to implement the new ideas in the classroom context-

tryrng to convert theory into practice.

As stated in the introductory paragraphs, I felt like a beginrring teacher all

over again, only this time I was left to myown devices; to either sink or swim. I

believe my experiences and possibly the outcome of this study would have been

different ifl had been eiposed to more supervised teaching experiences using

investigativg collaborative forms of inquirybefore I actually went out and practiced

in the classroom. I would have loved to observe over a period of time how a seasoned

teacher in this area would perform in a classroom setting.

A good example of a shortcoming in my practice, that might have been

averted had I been exposed to actual teaching practice, is my complete neglect of
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creating the "big picture" for my students. Much of traditional education breaks

whole concepts into parts and then focuses on each part separately. This is exactly

what I did regardless of the teaching approach used. Many students are unable to

build concepts and skills from parts to wholes. As a result, they stop trying to see the

wholes before all the parts are presented to them and focus on small, memorizable

aspects of the broad units without developing an understanding of the "big picture" -

in other words, they experience "tunnel vision"- This might have affected how

students leamed even when exposed to the New Approach which was designed to

counteract "tunnel vision". I realize now what I should have been doing was to

present the ideas and concepts holistically, as conceptual clusters, rather than

separate, isolated parts unrelated to each other. This would have helped students make

connections and links between the concepts and allowed them to see the relevance of

the content.

Nonetheless, I am aware that the very nature of inquiry means one carurot

totally prepare for what may happen spontaneously in the classroom. I also recognize

that what may have worked for a teacher in a North American or British or New

Zealand school context, might not work in a school in the Caribbean-

Teaching is a form of artisby, and there can be no prescriptions or recipes for

doing certain things or obtaining certain results. I can say, after tying to implement a

New Approach to teaching ín a context where it has never been done beforg that I

have learned and become a better teacher as a consequence. I u* u**" ,hat my

metamorphosis is not yet complete; however, I recognize that I am not where I used

to be.
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How tlze Study ínþrms Science Education

The value of an inquiry-based, active leaming class that includes investigative

and cooperative Iearning groups has been highlighted by theoreticians, researchers

and practitioners mainly in K-12, but also in college (Radebaugh and Kazemek,

I989)- Most researchers have focused on academic achievement (Slavin, 1983), and

relatively few have focused on critical thinking. In this study the emphasis was placed

on the improvement of students' critical thinking ability for two reasons. First, that

teacher can promote the notions of independence, responsibilify, and integrated

understandings of concepts in learning by providing of,portunities and creating

environments for students to pose, and seek to answer, important questions, instead of

continuing to encourage students to be 'þarrots" that regurgitate factual information.

Second, virtually all science educators and researchers agree that good science

teaching should teach students how to think critically.

There are many criticisms of inquiry-based, "active learning" methods such as

the 5 E model used as the foundation for the New Approach employed in this study.

One of the criticisms highlighted is that the instructor canriot manage to teach the

same amount of subject matter or cover all the content that he or she might cover

using a traditional mode of instruction (Marbach-ad and Sokolove, 2000), This was

the case in this study; as many times the enacted cruriculum was a departure from the

prescribed 5 E methodology. Many parts of the lessons reverted to the less complex,

less dqmanding Traditional Approach due to time restraints and lack of resources.

However, content coverage is not the onlyimpofant objective in teaching. The rapid

coverage of the curriculum, with students memorizing bits of meaningless factual
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information in order to pass tests and receive good grades are victories of form over

substance, of superficiality over engagement, of coverage over depth (Brooks and

Brooks, 1993). ln 1944, John Dewey, noted that "allthe school can orneed do...is to

develop [students'] ability to think (p. 152).

Data from this study suggest that even though there was no significant overall

difFerence between the New and Traditional Approach on students' performance

when answering higher order questions on tests, significant interaction effects found.

The approaches differed significantly when an approach by class (6C and 6R) test

was performed. The approaches were also found to dififer in the three way interaction:

test by approach by class. Some limitations of these data need to be pointed out. The

students' formal reasoning ability and cognitive styles were not measured or

identified before the study commenced. It would seem that with regard to certain

leaming outcomes in science, students' response to a given type of instructional

approach could be significantly influenced by their intellectual development (Mulpo

and Fowler, 1987). Knowledge of the learners' cognitive levels and styles might

therefore be useful to researchers seeking to establish the merits of the traditional and

inquiry-based, active leaming methods.

It is also suggested that replication studies be undertaken over a longer period

of time than was available for the present study. It might be possible for students to

adjust to a new instructional approach when given suffrcient time. Similar studies

should be conducted with better control of extraneous variables. Observations, as well

as interclass conversations.between the students of 6C and 6R, for instance, could

have been minimized by choosing an alternative research design to expose both
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classes equally to the two approaches. An example of an altemative design would be

to replicate the study using two classes, each from a different school. Further studies

should investigate the acquisition and retention of critical thinking skills, by

performing longitudinal studies. It might also be desirable to have replication studies

carried out with students at other grade levels. Lawson (1982) found that college and

high school concrete reasoners responded differently to instruction and tasks that

required more information processing. Such differences might exist across the range

of cognitive levels, from pre-operational to formal-

The New Approach was found to be more effective at improving the attitudes

of students towards science than the Traditional Approach. Some limitations of these

data, however, include the fact that the affective learning (attitude improvement) was

mostly self-report data. No instrument was used to measure the attitudes of the

students' before the study commenced or after it was completed so that quantitative

data could be obtained to further substantiate the claims of improvement. The

findings, therefore, maybe positively biased. Regardless of whether one is teaching

in a traditional or an inquiry-based, active learning class, instruction crafted to

address student's science-related beliefs can influence their attitudes toward science

.(
(Koballa, 1995). However, it is especially important for the teacherto create

opportunities and extend non-threatening invitations for students to share their

beliefs, ideas, and alternative points of view when using in the Traditional Approach

where students rarely ask a single question during a lesson.

While "school" and "teacher" variables account for little ofthe variance in

science achievement and the development of favorable science attifudes for
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industrialized countries, they appear to be dominant in developing countries such as

Jamaica. This suggests that it is inappropriate to generalize or extrapolate from

findings obtained in industrialized countries to less well developed countries (Twoli

and Power, 1989).

qualitative data collected indicate the positive effects of the New

Approach on students' attitudes and meta-cognitive development.It is suggested for

further research that this approach be employed in the teaching of subject areas other

than science, such as language arts, social studies and math. This study was limited

because only the science lessons were taught using the New Approach. It would be

interesting to study the effect of the New Approach on students' critical thinking

skills when used in an integrated curriculum.

Based on the experience and data from this study, it is suggested that

trdditional institutions need to implement more supervised teaching experiences using

structured inquiry before allowing a teacher to begin implementing inquiry-based,

active learning approaches in classrooms. Research on teaching has indicated that the

development of such teaching strategies require extensive practice and feedback in

simulated settings or classrooms (Tobin, Capie and Bettencourt, lgSS). Certain deep

beließ about teaching and learning are "core" beließ (Kelly, 1955; Carey, 1985),

which are not likely to change dramatically (Peterman, l99l). Any changes made in

actual practice would be small moves from initial beließ (Appleton and Asoko, 1996)

Teachers interested in changing their teaching practice should be aware that long-

term change requires considerable ongoing support. This was one area in which this
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study was visibly lacking- The inexperience of the teacher/research affected the

enacted curriculum and possibly the frndings obtained.

These suggestions for ways of better promoting a mode of instruction that

improves critical thinking are only tentative at this stage, as they are based only on

this study in question. It is hoped that in the next few years furthercollaborative work

between teachers and researchers will enable us to teach in such a way that the

classroom can become a place where learning science in a developing country can

become more meaningful and interesting and where the critical thinking skills of

students arevalued and encouraged to develop.
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Comparison Matrix

The Traditional Approach vs. The New Approach

Characteristics of the: Traditional Approach New Approach

The Learner Passive
*Blank slate" mind
Treated alike with
all students.
Vlorks alone
No social
interaction with
peers or more
competent others,
such as the teacher
Follows stand¿rds
at all times during a
lesson-
Follows directions
(often blindly).
Answers questions
when called on.
Learns scientific
facts by lecture and
readíng.

Active participant
in the learning
context.
Has an altemate
framework
(personal view and
ideas about nature
and phenomena.
Corstructs
meaning, which
may be different
from that intended
by the teacher.
Allowed to socially
interact with peers

and the teacher
(appropriation of
culture)
Allowed to explore
and gain first hand
concrete
exoeriences

The Teacher Fresenter of
scientific
knowledge through
lecture, text and
demonstration.
Rigidly follows
curriculum
Focuses on
sfudents'
acquisition of
information.
Treats all students
alike and responds
to the group as a

whole-
Asks for recitation

Facilitator, guíde,
fellow learner.
Selects and adapts
curriculum
Focuses on sfudent
understanding and
use of scientific
knowledge, ideas
and inquiry
processes.

Understands and
responds to
individual students'
interests, strengfhs,
experiences and
needs.
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of acquired
knowledge-
Maintaining
responsibility and
authority.
Supporting
competition
Testing students for
factual information
at the end of a unit
or chapter.

Sharing
responsibility for
learning with
students.
Supporting
classroom
community with
cooperation, shared
responsibility and
respect-
Continuously
assessing student
understanding
Becomes familiar
with students'
pattem of
knowledge anfl
understanding'of
science.
Provide
opportunities for
leamers to
construct their own
active meaning, by
using such
approaches as
joumal writing,
large and small
goup discussions
and the use of
knowledge
organization tools.

The LearnÍng context - Context is not
authentic and is
limited.

- Fragmented, one
shot sessions

- Collaborative
learning context of
the classroom and
real world.

- Long-term coherent
sessíons

- Interactivity and
rich resources

- Technologies as

learning and
communicating
tools.

The Learning Activity - Activities are not
contextualized.

- Activities are set in
a context-
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- Content presented
in a sequential
manner

- Activities are

totally unrelated to
student interests

- Collaborative
learning.

- Discovery l,earning
- Problem solving
- Exploring resources
- Reflecting on

meaning
The Content Knowing scientific

facts and
information
Represents reality
in distinct
categories.
Implementing
inquiry as a set of
processes-

Separating science
knowledge form
science process
(separation of
theory and
practice)
Studying subject
matter disciplines
(Physical,life earth
sciences) for their
own sake-
Covering many
science topics
Leads the learner to
complete teacher-
initiated
assignments and
projects and
readings, tests, etc.

Understanding
scientif,rc concepts
and developing
abilities of inquiry.
Content related to
socially relevant
issues around the
world (authentic
content).
Integrating all
aspects ofscience
content.
Learning subject
matter in the
context of inquiry,
technolory, and
history and nature
ofscience.
Implementing
inquiry as

instructional
strategies, abilities
and ideas that need
to be learned.
Sfudying a few
fundamental
science concepts.
Open-ended,
negotiated and
planned according
to multiple
perspectives;
including the
children's, the
teacher's, intimate
others (i.e. parents)
and the Ministry's
curricula.
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Assessment Assessing only
achievement
Assessing what is
easily measured
Assessing scientific
knowledge (facts
etc.)
End of term
assessments by
teachers
Prioritize
conformiw

Assessing
achievement and
opporrunity to
learn.
Assessing what is
most highly valued
Assessing science
reasoning and
understanding
Students engaged I
their own ongoing
assessment,
drawing
conclusions
relevant to the
community,
presenting findings
to the community
and getting
feedback from
them
Reflection of the
student analyzíng
their own
performance.

Social Relations - Hierarchical - Collaborative

Note. Ãdapted fromi/arional Science Education Standards (1996) National Academy

Press, Washington, DC 2o4l8.and Shapiro ,B (1994) what children bring to light.

Teachers College Press, Columbia UniversityNew York, NY.
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Mid-Term Science test for Grade 6

Topic: Sound

Date: Monday October 14,2OO2
Class:6
Name:

Please ¡ead ALL the ínstttctions catefully before answering thø guesúr'ons"
Allempt All questions.

Section A: Multiple choice

Circle the conæt answer.

1. Every sound is a form of
(a) noise
(b) energy
(c) heat
(d) music

2. Every object that makes a sound has ONE thingi¡n *rrnon. \Â/hat is that?
(a) They are banged
(b) They are plucked
(c) They vibrate
(d) They swing

3. t /hich of the following produces pleasant sounds?
(a) regular vibrations
(b) inegular vibrations
(c) many strings
(d) long strings

4. Sounds may differ in
(a) pitch alone
(b) intensity alone
(c) both pitch and intensity
(d) none of the above
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5. Through which of these does sound travel the fastest?
(a) A liquid - e.g. water
(b) A gas - e.g. air
(c) A solid - e.g. steel
(d) All of the above at the same speed

6. Keisha shouted "hi" in an empty room. She heard a reply "hi" shortly
aften¡rards. Why?

(a) her voice was too loud
(b) her voice was reflected
(c) she was too close to the wall
(d) there was someone in the next room who replied

7. How loud or soft a sound is called its
(a) vibration
(b) pitch
(c) intensity
(d) length

8. When we breathe normally our vocal cords are
(a) close together
(b) stretched
(c) not vibrating
(d) vibrating

9. The hammer, stirrup and anvil are all
(a) parts of the ear
(b) parts of the eye
(c) a carpente/s tools
(d) found in stables

10.\¡Vhich of the following sets of materials would be best able to prevent
echoes?

(a) Sponge, carpet, curtains
(b) Glass, concrete, metalchairs
(c) Wood, glass, sponge
(d) Cushions, metalchairs, glass

11.To raise the pitch of a violin, you must
(a) Increase the tension of the strings
(b) Change the violin strings
(c) Decrease the tension of the strings
(d) Pluck the strings harder
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12.When the ear bones cannotvibrate by sounds entering the ear
(a) the ear drurn wiltvibrate instead
(b) only high-pitched sounds will be heard
(c) only low pitched sounds will be heard
(d) no sounds will be heard at all

13 Music is comPosed of
(a) silence, rhythm, noise
(b) rhythm , melody and harmonY
(c) silence, melody and tunes
(d) notes played arranged in a particular way

The diagrams above show a boy who is about to

blow across the rim of four bottles- The botttes
are all the same sizes but the volume of water
in them varies.

From which bottle would he produce the highest sound?

14.

t6.

l[ what is vibrating to produce the sound heard in question 14 above?

(a) the botfle
(b) the water in the botfle
(c) the air in the botilè
(d) the tabte

lf the boy changes the number of times the ruler vibrates each
second, he also changes the

(a) bottle 1

(b) bottte.2

(a) Speed
(b) Pitch

(c) bottfe 3
(d) bottie a

(c) Quality
(d) Loudness

of the sound.
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18,

Which elastic band when plucked produces the lowest
sound?

A1
B2
C3
D-4

.,%ffir-

The most likely reason why this Indian has his ears so
close to the ground is to.detect

A underground water.
B trampling.
C eartþquakes.
D précious stones.

vocal
cords

19,

, qPace
Detween- vocal

cords

windpþ

Al
C3

Whicl ofthese pictures shows
very high sounds?

t
FI

g
the vocal cords producing

B2
D4



/hich diagradr shows the directions of sound waves
r fheear before they are understood?

ts0
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Section B: Labet the fol|owing diagrarn of füe Ear

Section C: Gomplete the tables

Read each statement in thetable bdow and put a check ( ) in the conect
column,

STATEMENTS TRUE FALSE
a) Somethinq is vibratinq whenever you hear a sound.
b) The faster something vibrates the lower the pitch of the
sound it makes.
c) The stronoer the vibrations, the louder the sound will be.
d) Sounds continue even afrer the vibrations stop.
e) The loudness or softness of a sound is its pitch.

fl Some insects have'ears" on their leqs and antennae.
q) The intensity of a sound is different from the pitch.

h) T'ightly stretched strings on a guitar give high-pitched
sounds.
i) Low -pitched sounds can be made when your vocal c-ords

are relaxed.
j) lf you strike a drum gently with little force, the sound
oroduced willbe hiqh pitched.
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Complete the fa,ble below:

Section D: Long answer section

Answer the following questions in complefe senfences.

21- The moon does not have any air. lf one of two astronauts on the moon's
surface struck a rockwith a hammer, would the other astronaut hear it?
Explain.

Type of Instrument Example of
that type of
Instrument

What Vibrates on
füe instrument to
make füe sound

What causes the
vibrations

1.

2a)

2b)

3.
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22. we can't see rapid vibrations, but we know they exist. Look at the
pictures. The picture on the left shours a tennis ball attached to a stand
by string, not moving. In the picture on the right, a tuning fork (metat
object used to tune musical instruments) has been struck by the lit¡e
boy. tlescribe how these pictures show that vibrations exist.

23. The diagram below shows a flask from which all the air has been
removed, so hat it is completety empty. lf you shake the flask the bell
inside will move back and forth.

flosK

Þu
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(a) Will you hear füe sound of the bell as it moves back and forth?

(b) Explain why.

24- A boywalks on a wood floor. His friends hear him coming before he gets
to the room. Another boy walks on a carpet, and his friends never heard
him coming. Explain why.

25. (a) How can you make a low-pitched sound that has a high intensig?

(b) How can you make a low-pitched sound with a low intensity?
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26. (a) what materials do you suggest a school should use to make

classroom Partitions?

(b) Explain why you chose those materials.

27. A person at a baseball game sees the bat hit the ball before hearing the
sound. Explain why this is so.

28. Ann Marie is outside roller-skating. She hears her mother calf " Ann
Marie, come for dinner.'

(a) How did the sound vibrations reach Ann Marie

(b) \tvhat parts of Ann Marie's ears gaftered the sound vibration?
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(c) Where did the sound vibrations go next?

,(c) whçn did Ann Marie acturaily hear the sound of her mother,s voice?

30. Do you think the fox can hear sounds better than the rabbit? Exprain
why.

29. Marty and Andy are twins. Marty was born with two ears, butAndy onty
has one ear. when they are onihe praygrouná 

"n¿ 
their'friãnd" äd

!hgt'.Marty knows where his friends aiðwittrout looking, wh¡È Aniy has
to look and turn around before he can know where exacfly his friends
are. Explain why Andy do,es this.
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APPENDIX C
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Topic: Liqht

Date: November 26,2002
Cfass: 6
Name:

P/ease read all questions very ca.refully before answeríng and check att
your answers before submitting your paper.

. Section A: Multíple Ghoice
circle the letter that corresponds with the correct answer

1. objects which shine in the same way as the moon are said to be

a) llluminated
b) Luminous
c) Transparent
d) Translucent

2- How does the word FACE appearwhen viewed in a mirror?

aljVCE
b) E-CAF
c) SCVl
d)3JAT

-'l

3. Through which of the folfowing does light travel fastest?

a) Glass
b) Water
c) Air
d) Wood

4. What is the name given to a curved piece of clear gtass which bends light
rays?

a) Microscope
b) Telescope
c) Lens
d) Mirror
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5. what happens to light rays when they pass through a coNVEX lens?

a) The-y all come together
b) They spread out
c) They make smalf things appear smaller
d) They make distant things appear nearer

6. What is a kaleidoscope made up of?

a) Two mirrors facing each other
b) Two mirrors placed'at an angle to each other
c) Three mirrors forming a triangle
d) A single minor, which can move around

7 - \Mich parts of the eye are MosT necessary for seeing?

a) Pupil, lens, retina, nerves
b) Pupíf, iris, lens, image
c) Lens, retina, nerves, eyebatl
d) Eyelid, eyeball, pupil, lens

B. People who are near-sighted wear

a) Convex lenses
b) Concave lenses
c) Convex mirrors
d) Concave mirrors

9. An instrument which uses two mirrors to see objects overhead is a

a) Microscope
b) Kaleidoscope
c) Telescope
d) Periscope

10- The part of the eye on which the ímage fails is the

a) Lens
b) Pupil
c) lris
d) Retina

11. sandra saw her image in the inside of a bright shiny spoon. whích of the
following represents what she saw?
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12. When light goes from air to water through glass it is

a) Reflected
b) Absorbed
c) Refracted
d) Transmitted

13. A boy set up an activity as in the diagram below:

He looked through the straw and saw the light. when he bent the straw he
could no longer see the light. Why did this ñappenZ

a) Light cannot go through the straw
b) The candle went out
c) The straw is opaque
d) Light travels in a straight line

14. The correct order to arrange the shadow is

a) A,B,D,C
b) D,A,B,C
c) C,D,A,B
d) A,c,B,D

lS.what happens as the corour wheel, shown below, rotates rapídly?

a) All the colours blend and appear black
b) All the colours btend and appear white
c) Only the light colours can be seen
d) Only the dark colours can be seen
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16. Which of the following is/are NOT transparent?

¡. A glass of water
i¡. A glass of milk
iii. A bowlof pea soup

a) ionly
b) ii onfy
c) i and ii only
d) ii and íiíonly

17' You can see your irnage in a flat mirror because the surface of the miror
a) Blends light rays
b) Reflects light rays in an orderly way
c) Absorbs fight rays

, d) Scatters fþht rays in an un-even way

l8-\Á/hi-ch diagram below shows the eye which is looking into a darkened
box?

.W
19. The díagram whích best shows a [unar eclípse rs

a) Figure 1

b) Figure 2
c) Figure 3
d) None of the Figures

(.rä"^sffiñ
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. Section B: Label the diagrams below

20. (a) The Outer parts of the eye

20. (b) The Outer parts of the eye
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21' What pair of statements in the table betow is true about both the eye andthe camera? write "true" or "false" on the line aftei each pair ofstatements.

22' The table below shows a tist of light sources. put ay' toindicate the groupsto which each befongs. Rememb-er thar each figni sou;;"r;öiô *ocategories. One has been done for you. v'.-

¿:) l_e-i'¡.s car íOfluc Sharply orr
thin.gs at va¡ious clistancc-c.

Iæn-s can only focu.s -sharply
af a specific <iistancc.

b) Iur.'i.gcj folntecl

Has a convex lens in front
of the shutter.

o) TI¡t: iris cotrtrols th<r
arìor¡nt (l:f lirìht entering.

The shutter controls the
amount of líght ente:-ing.
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. Section C : Long Answer section

23.

Fig 1. Coín cannot be seem

Fig 2 Coin can now be seen

ln Figure :l - The coin in the dish cannot be seen
because

In Figure 2. The coin in the dish can be seen
because
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3å ,jlJ:J: 
own words and wirh rhe herp or a diasram exprain how rainbows

25' On many side mirrors on cars the manufacturers place a warning on the
mirror that objects appear further away than they really are. What kind of mirror is
used to make these car mirrcrs and why?
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26- In the picture below, the boy on one side of the house can hear the sound
of the girls coming írorri the other side of the house- Can the boy o see" the girls
from where he is standíng? Explain why?

21. Granopa ano Jìcey wenrfishing. Granopa desded to teachGéy rrowto f¡sh using

asp""r instead oi a traditionaif¡sh¡ng rod. Grandpademonstrated how to throw

the spear, *nì¡ã standing on the riverbank and caught a huge- fish in the crystal

clear water below. lt wal nowJõey's turn. Íoey tried and tried but missed his

target t¡me anO time again- Explaín whyToey missed his target so ofien?
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Anna and Paula were on vacation and went shopping in the streets of ltaly. They
took a picture seen below. Explain v,rhat happened to the light.

29. Tina was moving into a,new house and she was helping her mother
choose glass for their windows. They needed glass for their bathroorn windows,
and glass for the sunroof. What type of glass should they buy and why?



Look at the picture below-
a) What important pro¡rerty of

lightis shown by this picture?

168

b) If the sun is moved to the right
side of 'the picture, rvhere
would the shadow fall?
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APPENDIX D
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End of Term Test for Grade 6
Topics: Liqht and Sound

Date: Decemb er 2, 2OO2
Name:
Grade: 6

Section A: Multiple Choice

Please read each question carefully before answering. circle the
lettgtthat corresponds to the conect answer.

1. which of the following shows that light can be broken up into many
colours?

a) Cellophane paper
b) A colour wheel
c) A prism
d) The atmosphere

2- The source of the light that causes the moon to shíne is
a) The moon
b) The sun
c) The earth
d) A planet

3. When light shines through a transparent paper onto a wa¡, we do not see
a shadow because

' a) The paper is thin
b) The paper blocks out the light
c) Some of the light passes through the paper
d) All of the light passes through the paþer

4. The retina of the eye is the
a) Coloured portion
b) Light sensitive section
c) Outer layer
d) Muscle which moves it
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5.

6.

7.

We cannot see an object around a corner because
a) Light is absorbed
b) Light travels in a straight tine
c) The object does not reflect light
d) The retina does not receive images from a distance

A short thick elastic band, which is stretched out till it is long and thin,produces when plucked.
a) A higher sound
b) No sound
c) A sound which cannot be heard
d) A lower sound

Which set of labels points to the three small ear bones?
a)1
b)2
c)3
d)4

B. which of the following times was it when this shadow was cast?

a) 5:00 am
b) 12:00 noon
c) 9:00 pm
d) 4:00 pm
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9- which diagrambest exprains the direction of a right ray when it hitsjamirror and is reflected?

a)a
b)b
c)c
d)d

l0.Which picture shows a cat's eye at nighi?

a)
b)
c)
d)

1

2
3
4

11'The girl below blew across the top of two botfles. Botfle A produced a lownote and botfle B produced a higñ note becau;; -

3) Erpty botfles make the most noise
b) The air in botfle A vibrated more frequenttvc) The air in bottte A vibrated tess freqü;ii;'
d) The glass in botile A is thicker
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l2.which piece of board when hit wiil produce the highest sound?

a)' Boa'rd 1

b) Board 2
c) Board 3
d) Board 4

l3.A loud sound is different from a soft sound because it
a) Has less energy than a soft sound
b) ls always lower than a soft sound
c) Has more energy than the soft sound
d) ls always higher than the soft sound

14.The part of the ear which separates the outer ear from the middle ear is
the

Ovalwindow
Hammer
Stirrup
Ear drum

'15.4 girl turned round and round. Then she stopped. Theparts of her ears
which [elped her maintain her balance are thê

a) Ear drums
b) M¡ddle ears
c) Semi-circular canals
d) Auditory nerves

16.4n echo proves that sound is
a) Refracted
b) lnsulated
c) Absorbed
d) Reflected

a)
b)
c)
d)
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l7.which diagram below describes what happens when light rays pass
through a convex lens?

a)a
b)b
c)c
d)d

1B.The image of the view on the screen in the camera will appear like

a)
b)
c)
d)

19.The image of your face from the inside of a shiny spoon is

a) Upside down
b) Larger than your face
c) The same size as your face
d) The same shape of your face

1

2
3
4

r',ii..

:-:::,;i i
i:i¿:'. I

+E+;
1:,-;. -:
;¡:ii,
e.:.j'.-;
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20.which of the instruments below are percussion instruments?

I

a)
b)
c)
d)

lV only
lll and ll
ll and lV
lonly

Section B:

Label the fotlowing diagrams a) The human Ear and b) The human
Eye.

a) The Human Ear

i



b) The Human Eye

zt - !9o.r at each picture. Each of the things shown can produce sounds.under each picture, write what vibrate-s to make ã sound.

b)

d)

f)

?.àr'H4--
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22-on the line on the left write the letter of the phrase that explains the
numbered word in the left column. one example has been done roiyou.

B) Allowing none of the light that falls on it to pass
through.

C) The band of colours you seF when light from the
sun passes through a water spray.

.4) 
iris

5) spectrum

6) red

7) darkness

8) illuminated

9) opaque

10) lens

1l) luminous

12) pupil

13) eclipse M)

D) What we have when there is no light at all.

E) Shining by light reflected from another body.

F) Shining by its own light.

G) Allowing most of the light which falls on it to
pass through.

H) We see an image of ourselves, our
we look into a mirror.

One of the colours of the visible,spectrum.

The hole in the eye through which light rays
pass into the gye.

K) Shadow caused when one body in space blocks
light from another body.

A piece of glass which bends light rays that
pass through it.

The coloured part of the eye.

when

r)

I)

L)
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23. Read each sentence below. put a (r/)
sentence tells something about light. put a
right if the sentence tells about sound.

in the "light" column on the left if the
(v/ ) in the "sound" column on the

a) ii; r-rr:curc rçhctl si;*ieti¡-il':,¿ ..'¡irrates.

Lì) it can travel through '¡,'r¡i-rí1.

ci It reflects off st.irfares

cl) It can travei through aii.

e) it tiavels faster than a¡.,'¡jiing r:lse.

i) Ìt can travei through gìass.

g) Ii can travel ihrouch srr¿ìctr.

it) It cannot tral.r.l through a bricl< u'aU.

ii Ii can travEl ârcrurìi cúr;.rr.r,\.

ji It is a fornr of energy.

k) it can be refractecl.

1) It travels in straight lines only.
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Section C: Long answer section

Please read each question carefully and answer using complete
senfences.

23. At a night launching of a space rocket, which would you notice first at
blastoff, the roar of the engines or the light from the exhaust? Explain.

24.The kitten and the Lion shown below will both make a sound.
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a) Which one will produce a higher pitch? Why?

b) Which one will produce a sound of higher intensity? Why?

25.The children have made a string telephone. When one chitd speaks into
the can the other child can hear, even though they are far apart. Explain
how this toy works.
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26.Mark and Joseph decided to carry out a science experiment. In diagram A
Mark listens for the ticking of the clock through a bag of cotton. In diagram
B Mark listens for the ticking of the clock through a bag of air.

Through which bag would Mark hear the ticking of the clock best? Explain
why.

Diagram B
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27- Look at the picture below.

A) What property of light are the children investigating?

b) lf an orange representing the moon, is placed between the light source
(the flash light) and the globe what will happen? What is this called by
scientists?

c) lf an orange representing the moon, is ptaced behind the globe what will
happen? What is this called by scientists?
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28-Explain in your own words what happened to the light in the picture below.
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INTRODUCTION TO TF{E SCIENCE CURzuCUL{IM

Primary Science lays the foundation for Science & Technology Education through the educational system. It is
therefore important that basic principles for the teaching ofscience be put in place at this stage.

Science at the primary level should be seen primarily by the pupils as fun, while they engage in
sæisfying their curiosity about the environment and themselves, and get an understanding of their important
place role in the society and the world.

The th¡ee themes that span the grades four to six are:

Ð Energy, Forces and Motion
iD Living Things
iiÐ Earth Science

The related units at each grade level are shown in the table below:

Grade Level Energr, Forces
and Motion

Living
Thinss

Earth
Science

FOUR Simple and
Complex
Machines

Sense Organs

[Skir¡ Tongue,
Nosel

Rocks, Minerals and
Soils

Water

Air
FTYE Forces

Energy Forms

Nutrition

Food Energy
Chains

Weather and
Climate

SD( Sense Organs

[Light, Sound]
Sense Organs

[Eye, Ear]

Systems

The Environment
and Us - Life Cycle
ofHumans

The Environment
and Us-
Sustainable
Development

The emphasis for pupils at the Grade Four level is on exploration and basic understanding, so the units
at this grade level address the topics of - The Sense Organs [Skin, Tongue, Nose]; Simple & Complex
Machines; Wateç Air; Rock, Minerals & Soils.

At the Grade Five level, pupils are involved in a deeper understanding and exploration of a wider range
of Science & Technology issues, hence the units address the topics of - Weather & Climate; Forces; Energy
Forms; Nutrition; Food Energy Chains-

At the Grade Six level, pupils apply the scientific method through structured investigations and
explorations of the environment and themselves. The irnits at this grade level address the topics of - The Sense
Organs [Eye, Ear]; Systems [Plants, HumansJ; The Environment and Us.

Through the Primary Science Curriculum, opportunities are outlined for the development of the
science process skills in the pupils, as well as the development of the positive attitudes and values, especially
with regard to carrying out these investigations and exploratíons, with due regard to the safety ofthemselves
and others.

The Primary Science Cuniculum should, if properly implemented, produce pupils who will not only
benefit and positively contribute to their learning of concepts and principles in Scienóe & Technology atthe
secondary level and beyond, but pupils will also continue to express their excitement at using scientific methods
and principles to gain understanding ofthemselves and their environment.
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SCTENCE GRADE SIX

Unit Title: SENSE ORGANS [Eye and Ear] Term: ONE Unit: ONE
. Duration: TWELVE WEEKS

FOCUS QUESTIONS: 1. How does the structure of the eye and ear relate to their functions?
2. Eow do materials affect the behaviour of tight and sound?

ATTAINMENT TARGETS OBJECTTVES
KEY VOCABULARY/

CONCEPTS
Understand the importance of the
eyes and ea¡s in humans, and
other animals (as well as the
other sense organs), enabling
perception and action within the
environment.

the end of this unit, the pupil will:
identify the major parts of the eye
and their functions.
infer that a lens mirror will change
the direction of light.
describe in simple terms how the
parts ofthe eye cause light to be seen
by us (i.e. light from object to image
in brain).
describe ways to take care of the
eyes vision.
explain how humans adapt to
limited/no vision.
identify situationVexamples in which
the eyes can mislead us.

explain the role of the major parts of
the ear in hearing (the sound from
source to recognitiony'comprehension
in brain).
discuss the range ofhearing for
humans, compared to that ofother
animals - e.g. dogs, cats.
describe ways to take ca¡e ofthe ea¡s
(hearing).

identify situationVexamples in which
the ears can mislead us.

describe how humans adapt to
limited hearing or lack of hearing.
explain why sounds may be
classifi ed/interpreted as
pleasanlunpleasant.
identify sources of noise pollutior¡
and ways to eliminate them.
state reasons why loud sounds are
detrimental,/harmfu I to continued
good hearing.

perceptron
vision eyesight
major parts of the eye -
iris pupil lens retina optic
nerve
visually challenged
(range ofvision)
optical illusion
tnirage
misperception
major parts of the ear -
outer ear
ear drum middle ear inner
ear auditory nerve
aurally challenged
range ofhearing
decibel[dB]
sensory aids - hearing
aid, lenseq mirrors,
sound transmitters
transparent
translucent
opaque
refraction
reflection
luminous (self-
illuminating)
non- luminous
illuminated
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SCIENCE
TERM ONE

GRADE SX SENSE ORGANS fEve and Earl
UNITONE

ATTAINMENT TARGETS OBJECTTVES

KEY
VOCÁ.BIII,ARY/

CONCEPTS

Recognize that the properties
of the materials an object is
made o{, affect how light and
sound are traxsmifted
through it.

explain ways in which technology can
extend sense organs.
take part in group activities.
demonstrate the behaviour of light with
selected materials -
sh i nyldu I l/t ransparenltrans ludent/opaque
iefl ection/refraction.
infer that light travels in a straight line.
distinguish between objectVorganisms that
make their own light (luminous), and
those that require an external source to be
seen (non-luminous/ illuminated).
demonstrate the behaviour of sound
(energy) with selected materials and
different media - airlwater/ solids.
infer that light/sound (energy) travel in all
directions from the source.
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TERM ONE

Focus Question 1.

Objectives:
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çRADE Stf( SENSE ORGANS [Eve and Earl
UNIT ONE

ACTTVITY PLAN

How does the structure ofthe eye and ear relate to their functions?
Pupils will:
. identify the major parts of the eye and their functions.' . infer that a le¡rs/mirror will change the direction of light.
o describe in simple terms, how the parts of the eye cause light from an object to

be seen by us (i.e. light from object to image in brain).
. describe ways to take care of the eyeVvision.
. explain how humans adapt to limited/no vision.
. identify situationVexamples in which the eye can mislead us.

' explain the role of the major parts of the ear in hearing (i.e. sound from source to
recognition/comprehension in brain).

c discuss the range of hearing for humans, compared to tÌrat of other animals - e.g.
dogs, cats.

. describe ways to take careofthe ears (hearing).

. identify situations/examples in which the ea¡s c¿n mislead us.
o describe how humans adapt to limited hearing, or lack of hearing.
. explain. why sounds may be classified/interpreted as pleasant/unpleasant.
. identiû sources of noise pollution, and ways to eliminate them-
o 

¡tate reasons why loud sounds are detrimental/harmful to continued good
hearing.

. explain ways in which technology can extend the senses.
¡ take part in group activities.

PROCEDURES/ACTIVITIES SKILLS ASSESSMENT
Pupils will:
1. look at each other's eyes without touching, and

record their observations - colour, parts, and discuss
differences and similarities among the class.

e Record details
¡ Jnferring

differences and
similarities from
observations

o Re^cord of
observations

Eveluation:

Were pupils able to:
o record releva¡t and correct facts, with valid

differences and similarities stated?

Materials/Resources:

Model ofeye
Multi-media materials on eye of,humans and other
animals
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SCIENCE
TERM ONE

Focus Question 1.

GR.A.DE SD(
UNIT ONE

SENSE ORGANS fEye and Earl

ACTWITY PLAN

PRO CEDURES/ACTIVITIES SKILLS ASSESSMENT
2. (a) after observing multi-media materials on the

human eye (videotapes, 3-D model, computer
software, films, etc.), label diagram of the
major parts of the human eye

(b) observe a sample ofan eye from other
animals e.g. cattle, fish and compare its
external features to that ofthe human eye.
Record and report findings in a variety of
ways.
Preserve eye samples e.g. using alcohol.

after observing multi-media materials on how the
eye functions (model, film strip, etc.), involving
teacher demonstration ifneeded, give report on
how parts of the eye function.

use lens (or mirror) and a light source (e.g.
flashlight), to show how the direction of light is
changed by the lens (mirror), and relate this
outcome to the function of parts of the eye.

[Similar activities can be done to illustrate the
functions of other parts of the eye].
Record these activities and outcomes in notebook.
[Brief outline of u'hat is done/what happened].

índividually or in groups, make charl3-D model
ofeye and report to peers on how the eye works
to produce an image on the retina.

4.

5_

Analyzing
information
Identifying
component parts ofa
system

Comparing
observations
Recording
differences

Communicating
ideas

Making observations
Recording
differences

Communication
ideas on
relationships

Manipulate models
and equþment
Infer analogous
relationships
Recording
investigations

Analysing models
Giving correct
explanations for a
svstem or Droc€ss

Model and report

Labeled diagram
ofeye

Report on
comparisons

Reporton
functions

Record of
activities and
outcomes

Evaluation:

Were pupils able to:
¡ correctly label diagram ofeye?
¡ make an accurate report with correct and valid

comparisons?
. give report with functions correctly matched to

parts?
. make accurate record of activities and outcomes

stating valid conclusions?
r produce a model and report with logical

sequence and correct information?

MaterialslResources:

Model ofeye
Multi-media materials on eye of humans and other
animals
Unlabeled charldiagram of eye
Samples of eyes from animals
Gloves for handling eye samples
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SCIENCE
TERM ONE

Focus Question 1.

GRADE STX

IINIT ONE
SENSE ORGANS [Eve and Earl

ACTTI{ITY PLAN

6. given a sample of objects, list observations made
using - blindfold/one eye covered./both eyes open
- and report on the differences among the three
sets ofobsërvations:
Discuss how humans adapt to limited vision or
loss ofthe eyes, and record findings.

7. individually or in groups, discuss practices for
havinglkeeping good vision, then make a list of he
correct practices.

8. research on loss of sight, identifuing possible' 
causes and solutions, and making a brief report of
findings.

Recording
observations
accurately
Deducing differences
in recorded
observations
Drawing valid
conclusions

Creating lists

Communicating
relevant ideas

List of
observations

Record of
findings

List of practices

Report ofcauses
etc.

Evaluation:

Were pupils able to:
e list relevant and accurãte observations and' 

differences?
o make a record of findings with appropriæe

explanations?
. make a list with the correct facts?
. give a report with relevant causes, correct and

Materials for making charlmodel ofthe eye and its
component parts
Lenses
Material for simulation of other parts of the eye
Objects/materials fo.r vision activity
Multi-media materials illustrating the challenges in
everyday life for visually challenged persons
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SCIENCE
TERM ONE

Focus Question 1.

GRÁDE SX
UNITONE

SENSE ORGANS fEve and Earl

ACTWTry PLAN

PRO CED UR-ES/A CTIVITMS SKILLS ASSESSMENT

9.

10.

I I.

t2.

participate in situations where the eyes are misled
(e.g. using lenses and mirrors), and give simple
explanations ofhow eaeh occurs.

name situations where their eyes mislead therq
and try to give simples explanations of how it
occurred, in a briefreport.

do research to find out how the ea¡ works. Make a
Iabeled diagram of the major parts ofthe ear, with
captions, giving a simple explanation of how the
ear works.

observe multi-media materials on how the ear
fi¡nctions for particular animals e.g. dog or cal
then report on how this is similar to/different from
humans.

a

a

a

a

a

Deducing
explanations from
observations

Infening
explanations

Research
Organizing ideas
Communicating facts

Deducing facts
Communicating
ideas

Report of
explanations

Written report

Diagram with
captions

Report

Evaluation:

Were pupils able to:
o produce a record with relevant explanations for

given situations?
. give a report v/ith correct and valid

explanations, using SJE?
. make a diagram with parts correctly named and

. accurateexplanations?
. give an accurate report with valid and correct

simila¡ities & differences?

Materials/Resources!

Magnifying glass and other lenses and/or mirrors
Multi-media materials on situations illustratins
misperception of vision
Multi-media materials on the ear of human and how it
works
Materials for making an ear model
Multi-media materials on the ear(s) of other animals
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scmNcE
TERM ONE

Focus Question I.

GRá.DE SD(
UNIT ONE

SENSE ORGANS fEye and Earl

ACTTVITY PLAN

PROCEDURES/ACTIVTf IES SKILLS ASSESSMENT

13.

14

15.

16.

17.

in groups, present a performance piece e.g. song,
mime or display, giving practices to follow for
having/keeping good hearing.

be blindfolded then asked to locate and/or
recognize selected objects, using hearing only.
Dissuss how humans adapt to limited, or no
hearing, then write a story on coping with
hearing loss.

listen to a selection of sounds of different
volumes and frequencieg then group each sound
as being pleasant/unpleasant, grring reasons for
each choice, and make a categorized list.

list examples of noise pollution (sources), giving
reasons for examples stated, and how they can be
eliminated/reduced-

discuss whether loudness is a factor in noise
pollution. [Pupils can also identify other factors
e.g. repetition of sound over long periods,
frequency]. Make a list of supporting reasons.

a

Create a
performance
piecddisplay

Empathizing

ClassiSring sounds
Communicaújng
ideas

Justifying selections

Communicating
ideas

a

a

Performance piece
or display

Story

Categorirø tists

List ofnoise

. 
pollution sources

Completed list

a

a

Evaluation:

Were pupils able to:
o create a performance piece or display that

porkayed the correct facts?
o write a story with relevant examples to show

how the pupil would cope?
. produce thecategonzed list ofsounds?
o give an adequate number ofrelevant noise

pollution eiamples and corrective actions?
o make a list of factors with relevant supporting

reasons?

Materials/Resources:

Propos for performance piece/materials for the display
Objects for the participation activities
Multi-media materials on how aurally challenged
persons cope in everyday situations
Resource persons
Audio- or videotape of selection of sounds of different
volumes & frequencies
Multi-media materials on hearing
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SCIENCB GRADE sD( SENSE oRGArls fEve and Earl
TERM ONE UNIT ONE

ACTTVITY PLAN

Focus Question 2. How do materials affect the behaviour of light and sound?
Objectives: Pupils will:

o demonstrate the behaviour of light with selected materials -
shiny/du I l/transparent/translucenlopaquey'refl ectio n /refr act ion.

. infer that light travels in a straight line.
o distinguish between objectvorganisms that make their own tight (luminous),

and those that requiie an external sourcè to be seen (non-
luminous/illuminated).

o demonstrate the behaviour of sound (energy) with selected materials and
different media - airlwater/solids.

r infer that light/sound (energy) travel in all directions from the source.
¡ take part in group activities.

PRO CEDI]RES/ACTIVITIE S SKILLS ASSESSMENT
Pupils will:
1. given different objects made from different

materials, investigate how the properties of
materials affect light by focusing a light on each
object, (from same distance using the same source
-'fair' test), and sort each into one of tfuee groups
corresponding to - most of the light coming
through, no light coming through or light coming
through
Tabulate findings. [Objects should be
shiny/dull/transparent/opaque and made from
rubbec glass, plastic. metal. etc.l

o Investigating
phenomena

r Deducing
relationships

. Classiûing objects

Completed table

Evaluation:

Were pupils able to:
. make table with objects correctly identified?

Materials/Resources:

Texts e.g. 'First Steps in Science' Series -
McClenan et al
Book 6 of 'Finding Out' Series -Mitchelmore
Sample objectVmaterials for the activities
Light source
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SCTENCE
TERM ONE

Focus Question 2.

GRADE SD(
UNTTONE

SENSE ORGANS lEye and Earl

ACTIVITYPLAN

PROCEDURESiACTTYITMS SKILLS ASSESSMENT

2. in groups, make up then perform a short
performance piece using the hands in shadow
puppetry, then explain how the shadows are
formed, in a short na¡rative. Using a straight
straw to look at an object, then bend the straw at
a slight angle, and check whether the object can
still be seen. [From the,same distance using same
straw]. Discuss their findings, giving reasons as
to why the object was, or \¡r'as not seen, and
record findings.

using a flexiblg flat, smoot[ shiny piece of
metal (e.g. aluminum) as a mirroq make
observations about the images seen of
themselves. Use metal mirror in different
positions - fla! curved inwards, curved
outwards. Discuss a¡d record findings to a
variety of ways. [NB: Minor edges should be
rounded or covered to prevent injury].

3.

Communicating
ideas
Investigating
phenomena

Deducing
relationships

Investigating
phenomena

Deducing
relationships
Communicating
ideas in graphic and
written form

Narrative
Record of findings
Participation in
discussion

Record of findings

a

a

a

Evaluation:

Were pupils able to:
o give explanations with conect facts?
o produce record with conect inference that light

travels in a straight line?
o give record with correct observation that a

mirror reflects light?

Materials/Resources:

Straws
Piece of met¿l for mirror
Light sources
Screen for shadows
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SCTENCE
TERM ONE

Focus Question 2.

GRADE SD(
UNIT ONE

SENSE ORGANS fEve and Earl

ACITVITY PLAN

place a pencil in an empty transparent container
and make observations. Fill the container halÊ
way with water and make more observations.
Discuss the differences observed and record
findings.

research (using text and other sources) then report
to the class on luminous and non-
Iuminous/illuminated sourc€s of light. produce a
portfolio on findings in graphic and written terms.

investigate and make observations about speed
and frequency ofsound traveling through
different materials, e.g. bottles ranging from
empty (full of air) to full (of water); playing
instruments; hitting similar objects made of
wood, plastic, rubber, metal. Record findings in a
variety of ways.

investigate how lighlsound travels from a sotuce.
Form a circle around the source, then move away
from in while keeping the circle. Make
observations throughout and give reasons in a
summary.

Investigating
phenomena

Deducing
relationships
Summarizing
information
Comparing
observations

Researching
information
Communicating
ideas

Invàstigating
phenomena

Observing and
recording
information

Drawing conclusion
about light and
sound

. correctly record that the light ís traveling in two. different medi4 air and water, and so the pencil
appears bent?

o present the correct information in varied forms
in the portfolio?

o correctly reco¡d the differences observed?
. correctly explain that light/sound travel in all

directions from the source?

Materials/Resources:

Transparent containers
Water
Multi-media materials on luminous & nonJuminous
sources of light
Computer database e.g. from Intemet (where possible)
ObjectVmaterials for sound activities
Light and sounds sourc€s
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Samples of student responses that illustrate the limited abilitv to think
criticallv

Section C: Long Answers

Answer each of the questions infull sentences, and make all drawings large and clear.

1. If you walk to church on a dark night and want motorist to see you easily, it is
safest to wear clothes that are:

A) Green B) Nary Blue C) Red D) White

2. Explain why we see several colours in a rainbow. Draw a diagram or diagrams in
'the space provided below, to help you explain.

[Note: These samples were taken from atest paper on the Light unit completed by
a student from the previous Grade 6 class during the 2000- 2001 academic year.l

Explain why.
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Exit Slip

Date:
Class:

o What did you learn today that you did not know before?

" How well do you think you understand what was taught today?
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. How do you feel about the way the lesson was taught today?
Did the way the lesson was taught make it easier for you to
understand? Explain your answer.
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TRADITIONAL APPROACH MODEL

MOTIVATION / REVIEW

PRESENTATION

ACTIVITY

CLOSURE

ASSESSMENT
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APPENDIX I



LL'A

+

ELABÛRATION
I

ENGA.GE

EVALfTÄTE

3
EXPLq.T\I

L
EXPLORE

N
Source: uOuRt"O rning Cycle: Making it

work," Science Scope (February l9g9).2g_31
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A.

Strategies for introducÍng Concent Ma in grades three to seven.
(Source: Novac and Gowin, l9B4 Leaming how to rearn. cambridge: cambridge

University Press. p, 29-31)

Activities to prepare for conóept mapping.

1. Make two lists of words on the blackboard or overheard projector using a

list of familiar words for objects and another list for events. For example,

object words might be car, dog, chai¡ tree, cloud, book; and event words

could be raining playing, washing, thinking, thundeç birthday party. Ask
children if they could describe how the two lists differ.

2- Ask the children to describe what they think of when they hear the word
car, dog, etc. Help them recognise that even though we use the same

words, each of us may think of something a little different- These mental

images we have for words are our concepts; introduce the word concept.

3. Repeat the activities in step 2, using event words. Again, point out the

differences in our mental images or concepts of events. you may want to
suggest at this point that one reason we have trouble understanding each

other sometimes is that our concepts are never quite identical even though

we know the same words. words are labels for concepts, but each of us

must acquire our own meanings for words.

4. Now list words such as are, where, the, is, then, with. Ask children what

comes to their minds when they hear each of these words. These are not
concept words; we call them linkingwords and rve use them in speaking
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and writing. Linking words are used together with concept rvords to

construct sentences that have meaning.

5. Proper nouns are not concept words but rather names of specific people,

events, places or objects. use some examples and help children to see the

distinction between labels for regularities.lnevents or objects and those

for specific events or objects (or proper nouns).

6- Using two concept words and linking word(s); construct a few short

sentences on the board to illustrate how concept words plus linking words

are used by humans to convey meanings. Examples would be; the dog is

running or there are clouds and thunder.

7 - Elave the students construct a few short sentences of their own, identify

the concept words and tell whether each is an object or event, and also

identify the linking words.

8. Ifyou have bilingual children in the class, have them present some foreign

words that label the same events or objects. Help the children recognize

that language does not make the concept but only serves as the label we

use for the concept. If we learn words but fail to learn what kind of
regularity in objects or events the words represent, we have not learned

new concepts.

9. Introduce some short but unfamiliar words to the class such as dire, terse,

or canis. These are words that stand for concepts they already knowbut

have somewhat special meaning. Help children see that meanings of
concepts are not rigid and fixed, but can grow and change as we learn

more.

10. choose a section of the textbook (one page is sufficient) and duplicate

copies for the children. Choose a passage that conveys a definite message.

As a class, ask them to read the passage and identify key concepts.

usually ten to twenty relevant concepts can be found in a single page or

text material. Also have the children note some linking words and concept

words that are less important than the story line.
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Concept mapping activities.

l. Have the children rank order the concepts they have found in a text page
from most generar, most incrusive to reast generar, reast incrusive. Their
Iists may vary, but they shourd recognize that some concepß are more
salient to the story line than others. Now help them to construct a concept
map using the concepts from their rists. This might be done on the
blackboard.

2- For homework or seatwork, choose severar other text passages and have
students construct a map (using steps 9 and r0). There is varue in having
two or more children map the same text serection and rater compare maps-
we have also found it herpfur to have students work in twos or threes to
construct a map- Much good discussion among students can occur.
Individual or group maps can be put on the board or overheard projector
and explain to the class.

3' A good way to herp students recognise that good maps capture the
essential meaning in a text is to have them read, their map as a story one or
two days after it is compreted. Students who construct good maps wilr
show remarkable fiderity in reproducing the meaning of text even though
they have not memorized the text.

4. Make two or more rists of concept words from some topic recentry
discussed in crass. The words shourd be rerated, that is, they shourd have
relevance to a corlmon theme- Let students choose the topic of the word
list and then have them repeat step I above.

5. Have a'þrogress discussion" with the class:

a- Review with them the definitions of concept, objec! events,
linking words, proper nouns.

b' Remind them that some concepts such as iceskate, vorcanic
explosion, or high achiever are rabeiled by two or more words
eventhough they comprise simprer, more general concepts.

c. Discuss the idea that we learn best when we tie new concepts we
already have.
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d. Point out that hierarchicalry constructed maps help to subsume

more specific concept meanings into rarger more generar

concepts.

e. Help them to see that cross links on their maps mean they are

tying together concepts that might not otherwise be seen as

related- This cross tying or integrating ofconcept meanings

favours retention and later use ofconcepts, especiaily in probrem
solving or creating new materiars{new stories, poems, rnusic, or
experiments).

6. Discuss students' feerings about concept mapping rote rearning and
meaningful learning.
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Transcription of a lesson tauqht using the
Traditional Approach

Principal Researcher: Dania McDonald
Date of observation: October 7,2002
Time of observation: 9:10 - 9.20 am
Place of observation: 6R's classroom
Lesson: "Changing Sounds" from the Sound Unit
Approach used: Traditional
Key: R: Researcher

xxx: inaudible responses given by students

R: '?lright. Now look at this and I am going to show you this and tell me
what you think is happening. we're talking about ...Look at this. can
everybody see this?"

Researcher holds up the straw flute for the children to see.

Who]e class: "It's a straw flute!"

R: "It's a straw flute that I have made."

Angelina: "Cool."

R: "So here is one. What do you notice about it? They're all made from the
same qpe of straw but there are different sizes and there are different lensths.
Listen to the sound when I blow. Are you listening?"

Whole class: "Yes Miss.

Researcher lifts the straw flute to her lips and Uegan to blow tightly as she
moves the straw flute across her lips, resulting in sounds of different pitches.
Students glggle and there are many audible gasps of amazement as they notice
the different sounds produced.

' R: "See...just like a real flute? Now which straw produces a high sound or a
low sound? [Researcher simultaneously points to the words high sound and
low sound she had written previously on the chalkboard.]Listen."

Researcher starts to play the straw flute. Students raise their hands and begin
to respond simultaneously. Several suggestions are given by different
students.
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R: "The smallest one produces a lower sound?... "

Whole class: "NO MISS! Not the small straw!"

R: "The longest one? Listen again."

Researcher begins to play the straw flute while the children listened intentlv
and began to answer simultaneously.

Mandy: "The middle one, the short one is... the high.' )

R: 'Tt's in the middle, because the longest one is the lowest... "

Researcher plays the straw flute again.

R: "And the shortest one is the highest."

Researcher plays the straw flute once more.

Nelly: 'Miss, what if we move the longest one to where the shortest one is?"

Researcher tries moving the straws and plays the straw flute for a few
seconds.

R: "It still produces the highest sound [refening to the sound the short straw
produces]."

Dana: "Miss, what if you blow through the longest straw first?"

R: "We could try..."

Researcher started playrng the straw flute blowing into the different straws-

R: "see, it doesn't [refening to the sound produced] depend on which one I
blow first."

Researcher began writing on the chalkboard

R: "Now...how high or how low a sound is. can anyone tell me what you call
that?"

Whole class:'ilntensity.'

R: "Is it the intensitv?"
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Melanie: "No, it's the pitch."

R: "Pitch? when we talk about the pitch of the sound... what is that?,'

Chil dren answered simultaneously [canngt be deciphered.]

R. "Shhhhh....come on. when we talk about the pitch of a sound...we are
speaking about the highness or the lowness of the sound." [The students
chime in reciting the end of the researcher's statement.]

R: "Alright. Now pitch, we learnt this in the music class. well, we should
learn this in the music class.

Whole class: "Yes we did!"

R. "what's the word? Now pitch-..we talk about..- how high or how low a
sound is."[students chime in reciting the last part of the statement.]

R: "Okay? Can we undqrstand that?-

Whole class: "Yes Miss."

Resèarcher reaches into her bag and pulls an item out.

R: "Now... \¡¿e're going to take a rook at my home made guitar. I have three
elastic bands here. Okay?"

Researcher shows the home made guitar, constructed out of a tissue box and
three elastic bands and began to pluck the elastic bands.

Sue: "The white one is the high one.,'

Rachel: "The white one is the highest."

R: 'Alright. This is what happens norv..... wait and observe what I am doing.
[3 seconds.] I am going to tighten it. I am just going to wrap it around m"y
finger like rhar making it tighter. [2 seconds.f rnir i, iinow.,'

Researcher plays the elastic bands on the home made guitar, the tightest
elastic resulting with a highest pitch.

Whole class: "Oooh."

Researcher smiles.

R: "lVhich one is the highest pitch?,,
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lVhole class: "The white one.,'

R: 'Right. Why?"

Whole class: "Because it is the tightest one."

R: "I tightened it right? what if I do this" [the researcher tightens the green
elastic band even more than the white etastic Uana.J

whole class: [Different students give different suggestions: ..rt,s the Green!,,"Nooooooo! It's the white one!l

Researcher plays the home made guitar again.

V/hole class: "It is still the white one."

Janelle: "No, it's the red one.,'

Researcher played the home made guitar.

Whole class: "No. It is still fhe white one.,'

Nelly: "Its one tone higher.',

Researcher plays the home made guitar again.

whole class: 'No! It's the green one." [some sfudents stilr maintain however
that the white elasric band makes the soùnd with the highest pitch-l

Researcher plays the home made guitar again.

whole class: "The green one!" [A few students stilr maint¿in that the white
elastic band produces the highesipitch.l

R: "The green one is the highest. This orange one is the lowest. The white one
is like--- in between. Alright, so \¡r'e can hear the difference in pitch.,,

Researcher places the home-made guitar on the table and writes on the
chalkboard.

R: "The difference in pitch is how high or how low a sound is. Alright... sowe learned two new words. we learned about the intensity and we learned
abouJ the pitch. Now let's write about the pitch. Reaayr;; ¡The students take
out their note books and prepare to take dictation.]
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Nelly:'Miss what is the topic today?"

Researcher writes on the chalkboard.

R: "we're talking about how... sound... differs. The difference in sounds
okay? [students copy this heading from the blackboard.] twith her back to
the class and still writing on the board the researcher continues to
speak.]...Sound is not all the same. Does sound all make you feel the same
way? "

whole class: "No miss." [The students answer without looking up from their
note books as they continue to copy the heading from the board.]

Ellie: "It's like when you're watching a movie...xxx." [other students begin to
speak and drown out Ellie.l

R: "sounds that have a loud intensity... It's like something you are not
expecting that can scare you ... Can't it? ... How many of you are afraid of
thunder?"

whole class: "Me miss! Me miss!" [Most of the students have raised their
hands to share something.]

R: "ok so sometimes v/e are .-. when you see the lightning you run and cover
your ears because you know that the thunder is coming."¡Résearcher pretends
to run and covers her ears.]

R: "We have some dogs that are afraid of thunder."

Some children raised their hand to respond.

Amelia: :MJ dog does that when she hears the thunder.,'

R: "She goes like that [Researcher cups her ears with her hands.]... and covers
her ears right?"

A few children raised their hands to comment.

Sue: 'My dog is like that too.ì'

R: "Yes?"

Researcher points to Megan.

Megan: 'My dog was so scared when she heard the thunder when she was
locked outside the house.".
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R: "Mm-hmm."

Megan. "She was so scared she jumped over the fence into my auntie's yard."

Emily: 'CIh my God."

R: "Oh my. That's what high intensity sourds can do. Now, how about low
intensity sounds?"

Karla: "Makes us feel calm."

R: "Makes us feel calm right?"

Sue: '"Makes me feel bored."

Whole classroom laughs-

R: "But some of us are a bit like that right? What'you find happening,
especially like if you're like a mother.... well, none of you are mothers
[Students laugh.] -.. Ok, Iets say you have a baby brother and your mother
sings to them and sends your baby to sleep and she's not shouting, she's not
shouting 'YEAH BABY GO TO SLEEP!!!"

Laughter erupts in the classroom.

R: "Like, she speaks softly using a low intensity sound to make you feel calm,
right? It will lull youto sleep and make you feel so peacefü."

Laughter and chatter ín the classroom.

R: 'Ri-iiiight. Alright, so let's just write some of what we just said down.
Okay? [Students settle down and prepare to take dictatíon] so that we can
remember it. Here we go..."

Researcher writes on the chalkboard and starts reading from her notes.

R: "The loudness... The loudness... [3 seconds] The loudness or softness. [2
seconds]...The loudness or soffness [2 seconds] of a sound..-The loudness or
softness of a sound is called [2 seconds] is called....its intensity." [Researcher
dictating the notes to the students as they write in their note books. The
classroom becomes very quiet, with only the voice of the researcher heard and
the sound of pens and pencils scribbling on paper.]

Researcher writes on the chalkboard.
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R: "The loudness or softness of a sound is called.

Marcia: "Miss should we underline that?,,
R. "Yes underline or highlight that sentence. fRêsearcher continues with the
dictation-]... Is called intensity. The loudness òr softness of a sound is called
its intensity. Full stop. [3 seconds].New sentence. [Students ask the researcher
to slow down and wait a little as they are haviùg difficulties in keeping up.l
New sentence. Ready? [Students repry, "No -MISS."] I'll giu" you" t*ó
seconds-"

Whole class [with researcher]: "O-ooone, T.wooo...',

R: "Here we go. New sentence...A loud sound .-.A loud sound. A loud sound
-.-comma, such as an explosion... A loud sound... comma... such as an
explosion [3 seconds] is said to be, is said to be... a high intensity sound.,,

Amy: "x)cK" [inaudible]

R: "That's right. Let_m9 know how you get to thid sound. [2 seconds].A toud
sound such as an explosion is said to be a high intensity sound. Full stóp."

Rachel: "rt's like a Jackie chan movie when something explodes and there,s
all this smoke in the aiÍ..;'

R: "That's right t2 secondsl. Full stop.... A soft sound...A soft
sound...comma... such,as [3 seconds] the ticking of your watch or a whisper...
A soft sound, such as the ticking of your watch is sui¿ to be...,'

Sara: "xxx" [inaudible]

R: i'Yeah....or ticking of your watch is said to be...is said to be a low
intensiff sound... [5 seconds]...is said to be a low intensity sound. Full stop.
[2 seconds]...New sentence. A low intensity sound. Full siop. High intensiþ
sounds... New sente¡ce...high intensity sounds [2 secondì¡ arã maae úy
strong vibrations... High intensity sounds are made by strong vibrations. Fuíl
stop."
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Transcription of a lesson taught using the
New Approach

Principal Researcher: Danía Mc Donald
Date of observation: October 7,2002
Time of observation: l1:15 - 1I:25 am.
Place of observation: Grade 6C's classroom
Lesson: "Changing sounds"
Key: R: Researcher

xxx: inaudible responses given by students

R: "I know we have more to say, but do all the sounds make you feel
the same way?"

Class: *NO MISS!! [All the heads begin to shake vigorously frorn side
to side to emphasize their opinions.]

R: "How, how does it make you feel different?" [Hands "shoot up" in
the air all over the classroom, as eager students try to attract the
researchers attention by waving their hands around, the researcher
scans the classroom and acknowledges Grace seated in the second row
at the center of the room.]

Grace: "Well, Miss sometimes *h.o th"r. is thunder, and it's really
loud my dogs will jump! [Grace illustrates howthe dogs react with her
handsl

R: 'Ok so sometimes a loud sound will scare you.-. [The researcher
walks around the classroom.l what else? flands continue to wave
around frantically, she points at Gabrielle seated at the back right hand
side of classroom.]

Gabrielle: "Oh...I was going to say something like that"

R: '¿Oh, you were gonna say that... Ok anyone else? [She points at
Kelly who has her hand up in the front.l

Kelly: " Well, ahmm, you know when someone makes a loud sound,
like shouting a lot in your ear, then you can feel annoyed."
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R: "Ok, ok so loud sounds can make you feel annoyed, it can agitate
you and make you feel angry" [The entire time the classroom is
buzzingwith the students saying "Me Miss! Miss! Miss!, Miss!" while
waving their hands in the air to attract attention. The researcher points
to Francine also seated at the front.]

Francine: "Well, soft sounds make me feel innocent and peaceful...
yes peaceful."[The researcher joins her saying the word peaceful and
Francine repeats the word a second time while moving herclasped
hands apart from one another in a smooth horizontal motion as if to
illustrate a calm, still water surface.l

R: "Ok anybody else? -.. Yes Tamara. [The researcher points to
Tamara seated in the back row at the far left side of the classroom.]

Tamara: "Miss, you know sometimes when somebody is talking to you
softly.-- like whispering and you can't hear what they are saying it can
annoy you too."[Ironically, Tamara says this very softly and many of
the other students did not hear what she said and are murmuring under
their breaths "What did she say?" and are looking quite annoyed.]

R: "What sde said, was that sometimes when somebody is talking to
you softly... Iike whispering and you can't hear what they are saying it
can annoy you."

Class: *Ohhhh-.. Ok."

R: "Ok ...yes." [The researcher points to Bethany who was seated in
the middle row on the Ieft hand side of the classroom.]

Bethany: *Well, Miss sometimes a loud sound can disturb you when
you are doing your work or something."

R: "Ok so it can disfurb you... Yes." flhe researcher points to Justine.]

Justine: "Sometimes when someone is whispering in your ear it tickles
and feels good."

R: "Ok so sounds can make you feel good...not just emotionally but
physically if someone is whispering in your ear. Ok... Yes." [The
researcher points to Katherine.]

Katherine: "Loud sounds can keep you aware."

R; "Ok! ...So loud sounds can alert you to danger!"
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Katherine: "Yes Miss."

R: "Can anyone give me an example?" [The students start bombarding
the teacher/researcher with suggestions.l "Wait girls one at a time."
[She points to Eva in the front.]

Eva: "Miss like a scream."

R: "Yes a scream ...What else?"

Michelle: "A gun shot!"

R: "Yes, yes...that's right. What about a bomb? Can you imagine if
the explosion wasn't loud... we would walk right into it."

Class: [Students are laughing and agreeing.]

R: "Yes." [The researcher points to Jeanette seated in the back of the
classroom.]

Jeaneffe: "Miss, when my aunty was talking to my other aunty inNew
York when the explosion happened" [referringto 9l1l terrorist attack
on the Twin Towers.]...

R: [Researcher interjects.] "She heard it on the phone?"

Jeanette. "No miss...my aunty here [in Jamaica] told my other aunty
to make sure she opened a window so if another bomb came she could
jump through the window."[Other students laugh atthis statement]

R: "Ok... [The researcher's facial expression indicates that she is
trying to follow the story being related and somehow connect it to the
lesson.l... So the loud sound alefed your aunt to danger?"

Jeanette: "Yes Miss."

Shelly: "But miss, you can still walk into the bomb before it explodes
because you won't hear it then."

R: "That's true.-.but once it explodes you can hear it and avoid going
in that direction, it can alert you to look for shelter." [There are several
responses made by the students, too many to decipher what is being
said. The classroom erupts into a heated debate among the students.]

R: "Girls, girls! Wait one at a time please!"
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Tamaqua: "Miss, when you walk by my house...xxx" [Her voice
becomes inaudible.]

R: "Ok... so a loud sound can frighten you, it can make you angry, it
can alert you to danger and it can disturb you. [The students chant
"YES MISS" after each statement made by the researcher.] Soft
sounds [the students start shouting out suggestions.] hang on girls,let
me finish... So a soft sound can soothe you, make you feel calm, make
you feel peaceful. Yes Jezel."[The researcher points to Jezel seated in
the back row at the right hand side of the classroom.l

Jezel. "Yqs miss, just like when a mother sings a lullaby to her baby."

Class: "Yes Miss!" [Again the students begin to all speak at the same

time making it impossible to decipher what is being said.l

R: "Girls..-shhhhh! one at a time. Yes Monique."

Monique: "Miss a loud sound [Other students continue to speak. The

researcher beckons for them to be quite so Monique can be heard.] Yes

miss, a loud sound can scare you if you walk by a bomb or
something."

R: "Ok... so, hang on, hang on girls, lets recap what we are talking
about here. .. we are talking about types of sounds and that not all
sounds are the same. Remember the lesson we did, where I made you

close your eyes and listen to all the sounds âround us and you could
identify what was making many of the sounds we were hearing?"

Justine: "Oh Miss! Miss! Look at 1þi.s explosion... [The researcher
asks her to wait, but Justine continues. She shows the researcher a

library book with a picfure of an explosion created by an atomic
bomb.l. .. if I heard a loud sound like that I would be scared!"

R: "Well yes, that's an atomic bomb." [Several students interject by

saying that they have seen explosions like that on television and â
debate begins as to whether or not a person would live long enough to
actually hear the explosion before the impact kills them.]

R: "Ok, ok girls... [The students sett]e down] Iisten carefully to what
we are going to do now. I am going to allow you...I have one [the
researcher points to the far left hand side of the classroom], two

[points to another aÍeanear the middle of the room], three [points to
another area near the right hand side of the room], four [points to the

far right hand side of the room] and five [points to an area behind her

at the front of the room on the floor] little experiments set up around
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the room. I want you to form your groups of four to five persons per
group, and one group at a time will go to the centers and follow the
instructions placed at each center... I want you to try the experiments
out. I will come around and ask a few questions about what you're
doing. I want you,.while you're doing the experiments to think about
this, we are talking about different types of sounds. So lets put on our
thinking caps now, so we can think about this [the researcher pretends
to put on a cap and tie the imaginary ribbons under her chin. All the
students emulate the researcher and put on their imaginary thinking
caps.]. Ok ... so now lets form our groups and I want you to work
together ok?" [The students reply in a chorus *YES MISS".]

R: "Ok these two rows go to the experiments at the back and form
your groups." [There is a loud commotion in the classroom, as the
students push aside their desks and chairs in order to move to the back
of the classroom.] This row here, this row [the researiher points to the
row of students in the middle of the rooml will come to the front of the
classroom and try the straw flute experiment I again there is
commotion and disorder as the students move to the area] These two
rows will come and work at the experiment set up on the left hand side
of the classroom and try the bottle xylophone experiment... and the
last row is going to work at the drum experiment" I There is a lot of
bustling taking place in the classroom as the students eagerly move to
their places. The classroom has been enveloped by a noisy din.]

The researcher begins to walk around the classroom, from group to
group helping the students settle down and encouraging them to work
quietly.

fFive to six seconds.]

R: "Girls please remember to read the instructions. They are placed
,there to help you. There are questions at the bottom of the instructions,
make sure you try to answer those questions as well."

lThe group by the bottle xylophone experirnent erupts into a noisy
dispute, with students quanelling with each other. The researcher
hurries over to determine what the source of the problem is.

R: "Girls what's wrong? Wait... why are there so many of you here?
One, two, tluee, four. Ok, the four of you come and join this small
group working on the comb experiment at the back." [The student
move to the areaatthe back.]

The classroom is very noisy, with students discussing and working
together to perform the experiments with the materials provided. The
researcher moves to the group working with the drum experiment.
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Tiffany: "Ok, well the instructions say to hit the drum hard with your
whole hand first. [The four students in the group try doing this. The
researcher observes them.] Ok. . . What's next?"

Eva: "Well, it says now to lightly hit the drum with just two f,rngers
and then discuss the differences in the sound produced." [They all try
to do this and an animated discussion ensues.]

R: [The researcher asks the entire class.] "Are you reading the
instructions? [The students respond with a resounding, "YES MISS".]
Ok... well make sure everyone in your gloup gets a turn to try the
experiment."

Student: "Miss, are the groups going to get to switch the experiments
soon?"

R: "Yes, we will switch soon. I will tell you when. I will be coming
around to each group."

The researcher resumes her observation of the group working with the
drum.

R: "Tell me what is happening here?"

Tiffany: "Well miss, when we hit the drum hard with our whole hand
the sound is louder than when we hit it lightly with just two fingers."

Eva: "Yeah! See...." [She demonstrates for the researcher.]

R: "Ok ..why do you think that happens?"

Jezel: "Well miss, does it have something to do with vibrations?
Because when you hit the drum hard, this part fthe skin of the drum]
moves faster, than when you hit it lightly."

R: "Ok...what do we know about vibrations? Does enerry have to do
anything with it?"

Tiffany: "Oh! ...I know it takes more energy to hit the drum harder
with your whole hand than it does to hit.it with just two fîngers."

R: "Ok... You're on the right track. Switch with this group working
with the comb now."
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December l3,20jz

To Whom ltMay Concern:

During the past term I have observed whole-hearted approach

to her work and her propensity to embrace and create innovative ways of

improving her teaching skills. She has been responsible for the teaching of

science to my Grade Six girls during the term September to December 2002. The

topics covered were "Light" and "Sound".

was always,well prepared and the girli were very receptive.

They looked forward to each class, and were always anxious to participate in

in the different activities. It is quite evident that 

- 

spent quality time

in preparing all her lessons. Several materials were brought to the classroom

so that the pupils could have a hands-on experience to fully understand the lesson

being taught.Printed materials in the form of hand-outs, were given to each pupil

to reinforce salient points discussed- At the end of each lesson, the girls were

encouraged to evaluate the lesson. They also complied their science journals.

Iammostimpressedwith-approachtotheteachingofScience

at this level, and I am positive the girls have leamt a lot from her teaching. This I

am srue has helped to boost their confidence in preparing for their examination.

Yours truly,

[Note: All names have been omitted to protect the anonymity of the person/s

participating in the study.l
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4ü'January 2003

To Whom It May Concern:

This introduces who taught Science to my Grade 6 class at the

School. I have been a teacher since 1972 and now

occupy the post of senior teacher with the responsibiliry of preparing students for the

Grade 6-Aðhievement Test, which is the quali$ing criteria for transition from

Preparatory school to High school.

-taught 

the students from September 2002 to December 2002 and exhibited the

ability to impart knowledge in the most interesting, hands on concÆpt I have ever

experiencd.

It is obvious that a lot of time, research and effort was put into the preparation of the

lessons taught, the format was exciting and selÊ motivating.

One example of her work was the present¿tion of "Sound and Light" which were the

topics covered for the term. The children worked in groups and participated in
experiments along with audio-visual presentations and had the opportunity to observe

animal behaviour first hand.

It is the first time in my thiriy year cåreer that I have seen children so interested and

motivated in the subject and this was bourne out by an essay they were asked to write
about their grade 6 e>rperience, There was an overwhelming responsç as most of the
essays referred to the science teacher and the interesting time they had- She had put a new
meaning to science and iearning.

I can truly say that is one of the finest teachers I have experienced and will be

missed by the class. Children who have the opporhrnity to be taught by her will be the
better ofF and as she continues her studies she will stand out as a truly remarkable

teacher.

Yours sincerely

fNote: All names have been omitted to protect the anon]rmity of the person/s
participating in the study.l
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Figure 17

The Mean Percentage Scores Comparing the Lower Order
Questions (Section A and B) and Higher Order Questions
(Section C). (n :23, class :6R).
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Figure 16

The Mean Percentage.Scores Comparing the Lower Order
Questions (Section A and B) and Higher Order Questions
(Section C). (n:23, class:6C).
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Hotmail' Inbox I

F¡om:
To:

SubJect:
Date : Wed, 09 APr 2003 17:39:55 -0700

Hey Ms- Mc

The scÍence paper was EÃSY!!!!t!!!!!I am sure I'<Iid Well. By the way r do!'rnloaded the

new version of rnsn and r stirl don.t'see anything about emoticons under the part thaL

says tools. l.-am excited about graduation and:r'have a great idea for it too! I think
thatweshouldmakeupourownsongsothatitisoriginalandwewilllfkeit.
TelI me what You think
Bve

Add phoEos to your messages with MSN 8'
page=featuresffeah¡rcdernail

cet 2 months FREE*. htÞ://þin.msn.comß


